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our vision for the 34th america’s cup was to deliver a model sustainable  
sporting event. 

The America’s Cup is the world’s premier sailing race, and the oldest trophy in international sport, predating the modern Olympic Games by 45 years. The America’s 
Cup is named after the schooner America, which won a race around the Isle of Wight on August 22, 1851, against a fleet of British yachts. Four nations have won the 
America’s Cup in its 162-year history: the United States, Australia, New Zealand and Switzerland. ORACLE TEAM USA won the 33RD America’s Cup in Valencia, Spain, 
in February 2010, and selected San Francisco as the host city for the 34TH America’s Cup. ORACLE TEAM USA, representing the Golden Gate Yacht Club, won the 
33RD America’s Cup in Valencia, Spain, in February 2010, and the Golden Gate Yacht Club selected San Francisco as the host city for the 34TH America’s Cup. The 
America’s Cup Event Authority (“ACEA”) aspired to implement best practice standards in delivering a sustainable 34TH America’s Cup event in San Francisco. Our 
vision was to deliver a model sustainable sporting event and to leave a positive legacy in the community and on the sport of sailing. 

ACEA published the 34TH America’s Cup Sustainability Plan 1 (“Sustainability Plan”) in March 2012, outlining our approach to delivering sustainable event activities in 
San Francisco. We pledged to understand our impacts, reduce potentially negative impacts as far as possible, and maximize legacy benefits. Since that time, ACEA 
has monitored and tracked the event’s performance and progress in order to inform stakeholders and the public about activities and achievements, and provide 
transparent reporting on event activities in San Francisco. Each of the 34TH America’s Cup events also provided us with an opportunity to engage with the public to 
deliver a positive sustainability message and raise environmental awareness.

This Sustainability Report provides information on ACEA and America’s Cup Race Management (“ACRM”) activities related to the sustainability strategies outlined 
in the Sustainability Plan for 2013 event activities in San Francisco. We have herein followed internationally recognized standards for sustainability reporting 
established by the Global Reporting Initiative’s Event Organizers Sector Supplement 2.  This report summarizes programs and policies we implemented to achieve 
the objectives set out in our five sustainability themes:

theme    objective

energy and emissions	 	  Optimize use of energy and minimize associated air emissions through efficient planning and technological innovation.

resource efficiency   Maximize natural resource and land use efficiency, minimize waste, and sustainably source materials and products.

natural habitats   Protect biodiversity, habitats and wildlife.  
and wildlife

inclusion    Provide an inclusive and welcoming experience for event spectators and the event workforce, and maximize legacy benefits for the 
City’s residents and businesses..

engagement    Raise sustainability awareness, foster pro-environmental behavior and sustainable lifestyles.

1. 34TH America’s Cup Sustainability Plan: http://cdn.sparkart.net/americascup/content/documents/sustainability/AC34-Sustainability-Plan_19-March-2012.pdf 

2. Global Reporting Initiative’s Event Organizer Sector Supplement: https://www.globalreporting.org/reporting/sectorguidance/sector-guidance/event-organizers/Pages/default.aspx

introduction

removed over 18,000 pounds of litter 
from the san francisco bay shoreline
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first america’s cup  
to be carbon neutral

1: introduction and vision
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At the closing of the 34TH America’s Cup, we can look back at the culmination of a multi-year effort 
and appreciate that this high adrenalin, fast, on-the-edge sailing event was an historic success not 
only for the sport of sailing, but for the advancement of sustainable events. 

Congratulations to ORACLE TEAM USA who won the 34TH America’s Cup in a winner-take-all 19th 
race, defeating challenger Emirates Team New Zealand by 44. Led by 35-year-old skipper Jimmy 
Spithill, ORACLE TEAM USA won by the score of 9-8.  ORACLE TEAM USA’s victory marks one of 
the most improbable comebacks in the history of sport. This is the second America’s Cup win for 
ORACLE TEAM USA and Spithill, which won the 162-year-old trophy in Valencia, Spain, in  
February 2010. 

Thank you San Francisco for voting with your feet to watch racing from the shore. Over one 
million of you packed our official venues and hundreds of thousands more lined the shores of San 
Francisco Bay to catch a glimpse of the flying, foiling AC72s. More than double that number have 
witnessed the races if you count the unofficial viewing sites along the waterfront, and thousands 
more viewed online. 

I also extend a heartfelt thank you and congratulations to America’s Cup staff, volunteers, City of 
San Francisco employees, and the general public who ensured that the 34TH America’s Cup  
achieved its vision, transforming the sport of sailing to a new and heightened level, while 
promoting sustainability and responsibility. The 34TH America’s Cup truly was a sporting  
event with purpose – one that left a lasting positive legacy for host communities and our  
natural environment. 

This report finalizes the event’s nearly three-year sustainability journey, and documents how we 
managed the key challenges associated with optimizing the environmental, economic, and social 
impacts of event activities. The ACEA and its partners delivered an event that followed standards 
for sustainable event planning and delivery, setting a new standard for future America’s Cup events 
and for the sustainability of major sporting events in general in the Bay Area and California. The 
event brought the City of San Francisco hundreds of millions of dollars in direct economic benefit, 
as well as thousands of jobs. We also provided unprecedented access to the races and other event 
activities, with millions of viewers experiencing them in-person, online, or on television. 

ACEA did all of this while simultaneously modeling best practices in sustainable event 
management, demonstrating that an event of this scale and stature can deliver benefits for society, 
for the economy, and for the environment. I invite you to look through this report to see how we 
approached the sustainability challenge head on, and review our performance against the goals 
and objectives we outlined in our Sustainability Plan of March 2012.

It’s been a pleasure spearheading this adventure. I look forward to seeing how the legacy benefits 
of the 34TH America’s Cup will continue to shape the culture of sailing and benefit the residents of 
the City and County of San Francisco who were such gracious hosts!

Stephen Barclay, ACEA Chief Executive Officer

foreword
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Congratulations and thank you to everyone who made the 34TH America’s Cup in San Francisco 
such a great success! While the 2013 America’s Cup added to the City’s rich sports legacy by 
featuring one of the greatest comebacks in sports history, it also advanced the City’s environmental 
legacy by showcasing visionary efforts to make this an environmentally sustainable event.

We set a high bar for everything we do in the City of San Francisco – from protecting our air, water 
and the San Francisco Bay, to leading innovative efforts to combat climate change and advance 
environmental justice. As the host of the 2013 America’s Cup, I want to thank the America’s Cup 
Event Authority (“ACEA”) for partnering with the City of San Francisco to deliver an event in a way 
that promotes our City’s visionary sustainability principles.

From the initial planning stages through the final race of the America’s Cup, the ACEA partnered 
with the City of San Francisco to operate the event in a way that supports the our city’s 
environmental policies and innovative programs that promote social equity, protect human and 
ecological health, and lead the way toward a sustainable future. 

The 2013 America’s Cup showcased the City’s leading practices for environmental sustainability, 
by supporting City policies to waste less and recycle more, and helping us to reach our goal of 
zero waste by 2020. The event’s carbon management policies and actions to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions support our nation-leading efforts by focusing on event-related activities that 
had the greatest impact — transportation, energy efficiency, and solid waste management.  The 
ACEA engaged with our City’s people, businesses, and environment to create a lasting legacy of 
environmental stewardship and sustainability that establishes a new precedent for future activities. 

The 2013 America’s Cup provided an unparalleled opportunity to showcase the City of San 
Francisco as a green city and boost our local economy by creating jobs and generating a 
substantial direct economic impact to the City and region.  The 2013 America’s Cup supported San 
Francisco’s diverse and productive workforce, employing local residents and providing volunteer 
opportunities for hundreds of local residents. The event promoted San Francisco’s small businesses 
and incorporated local restaurants, retailers, building suppliers, and local manufacturers. And by 
providing sailing-related programs and activities for the City’s children, youth, and families, the 
event supported the City’s commitment to ensuring that San Francisco’s young people have the 
widest opportunities to learn, gain valuable experience, and enjoy their City. 

San Francisco will continue to move our sustainability vision forward and model the behavior we 
want to see by incorporating the lessons learned from the 2013 America’s Cup. We are thankful that 
2013 America’s Cup organizers partnered with the City to mobilize communities and help provide 
the resources needed to safeguard our city and planet.

Edwin M. Lee, Mayor of San Francisco

foreword
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As one of the greenest cities in the world, San Francisco sets a high bar for sustainability. We do it 
by setting ambitious goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and waste, while promoting quality 
of life for our residents and preserving our local ecosystems. Everyone in San Francisco plays a part 
in greening our city, from our residents, to our businesses, to our visitors.

Already, our city has achieved a landfill diversion rate of 80 percent and reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions 14.5 percent below 1990 levels, two key indicators that our work is having an impact.

Sustainable practices are integrated into the way our city runs, and the thousands of events we 
hold each year are no exception. For this reason, we were excited to hear that the America’s Cup 
was being held in San Francisco so we could help make it as green as possible. A three-month 
event brings challenges not seen before locally, but we knew it could be done thanks to the strong 
commitment to sustainability held by America’s Cup organizers and the City.

It has truly been a journey - from the initial commitment through to the finals and I am excited to 
say that the event lived up to our City’s high standard for sustainability. The event has reported:

• achieving an 85% landfill diversion rate from AC Park and AC Village spectator venues.

• no single use-plastics were used – visitors were encouraged to bring their reusable bottles 
and vendors provided compostable service ware.

• carbon neutrality, thanks to their robust carbon management strategy to measure, reduce, 
and compensate for event emissions

The America’s Cup is a prime example that it is possible to deliver high performance and high 
quality - a great event and historic race that was carried out in a sustainable manner. This event will 
certainly serve as a model for future major events in the city, and even more broadly throughout 
California and the United States.

Thank you to the America’s Cup organizers for their commitment to sustainability in sport.  
Congratulations on all that you have achieved. 

Best,

Melanie Nutter;  San Francisco Director of Department of Environment

foreword
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The 34TH America’s Cup relied on the efforts of countless individuals who worked together over a period of almost three years to deliver successful and sustainable 
event activities.

We would like to acknowledge the many agencies, organizations, partners and individuals who contributed their time and energy, including the organizations  
listed below.

City	and	County	of	San	franCiSCo
 San Francisco Department of the Environment, San Francisco Environment Commissioners, San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce Development, 
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, San Francisco Recreation and Parks, Port of San Francisco, San 
Francisco Chamber of Commerce, Bay Conservation and Development Commission, San Francisco Department of Public Health, San Francisco Department 
of Children, Youth and their Families

ameriCa’S	Cup	organizing	Committee	

ameriCa’S	Cup	offiCial	partnerS	and	SupplierS
 Oracle, Louis Vuitton, PUMA, Lexus, Kaiser Permanente, Charles Schwab, Panasonic, St. Regis, Napa Valley, Red Bull, Garmin, NESPRESSO, PwC, Hanson 
Bridgett, Offsetters, Sailors for the Sea, Klean Kanteen, Mumm Napa, Althelia Ecosphere, Peroni, Cisco, Qualcomm, iXBlue, Ben & Jerry’s and Aggreko

agenCieS	
 California Department of Boating and Waterways, United States Coast Guard, Regional Water Quality Control Board, US National Park Service, US Army 
Corps of Engineers

ameriCa’S	Cup	HealtHy	oCean	projeCt	global	and	loCal	partnerS
 Dr. Sylvia Earle and Mission Blue, John Frawley and Aquarium of the Bay, IUCN, One World One Ocean, OceanElders, Sailors for the Sea, Marine Mammal 
Center, Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary, Monterey Bay Aquarium, Save the Bay

ameriCa’S	Cup	HealtHy	oCean	projeCt	loCal	beaCH	Cleanup	partner
Sea Scavenger Conservancy

ameriCa’S	Cup	SuStainability	Credit	partnerS
State of California Coastal Conservancy, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation

reCology

ameriCa’S	Cup	environmental	CounCil

team	aC34 – the amazing event Volunteers!	

We would also like to extend a special thanks to Environmental Science Associates for their support in developing this Sustainability Report.

For inquires related to this report or its contents, please contact ACEA at sustainability@americascup.com.

acKnowledgments

over 720 event volunteers, with more 
than two-thirds residing in the bay area
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diverted over 85% of  
event waste from landfill

2: setting and context
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overview
The best sailors in the fastest boats raced in the natural San Francisco Bay amphitheater during the Summer of Racing, a venue that afforded spectator viewing 
from shore for the first time in the event’s 162-year history. Race viewing was augmented by up close views of the action from onboard cameras streamed live on the 
internet and through venue video screens. 

City and County of San Francisco hosted the 34TH America’s Cup from July to September 2013, culminating with the America’s Cup Finals, where Challenger 
Emirates Team New Zealand battled the defending team, ORACLE TEAM USA, for the oldest and most prestigious trophy in international sport, the America’s Cup. 
Multiple racing events and concerts made up the entirety of the 34TH America’s Cup:

• The louis vuitton cup was held from July 4 to August 30, 2013 in San Francisco Bay, and saw challengers from around the world race for the 
opportunity to compete in the subsequent America’s Cup Finals. 

•  The red bull youth america’s cup was held from September 1 to 4 in San Francisco Bay, featuring 10 teams of sailors from 8 countries, all between 19 
and 24 years of age. This inaugural event provides young sailors a clearly defined pathway toward the pinnacle of the sport.

•  The america’s cup superyacht regatta saw eight superyachts ranging in size from 85 feet to 300 feet race in the San Francisco Bay during the off-
days of the America’s Cup Finals, September 9, 11, and 13.

•  The america’s cup finals was held in San Francisco Bay from September 7 to 25, 2013. 

•  The america’s cup concert series consisted of 20 concerts managed by Live Nation, held between May and October of 2013 in the America’s Cup 
Pavilion, a 9,000-seat outdoor amphitheater constructed specifically for the 2013 Summer of Racing.

34TH America’s Cup sailing races occurred in San Francisco Bay. As shown in Figure 1, the race area was confined within an area of the Bay roughly bounded by the 
San Francisco waterfront to the south, extending between the Golden Gate Bridge to the West and Alcatraz Island and Pier 27 to the East.

The 34TH America’s Cup also included multiple spectator venues. America’s Cup Park at Piers 27/29 was a temporary free public access park along San Francisco’s 
Embarcadero, open daily throughout the summer. America’s Cup Park hosted a wide range of activities, including live music, food and beverage, race viewing on 
large screens, retail stores, exhibitions and hospitality areas. On race days, AC Park’s program featured an informative pre-race dock-out show with the sailing teams, 
athlete interviews, and athlete autograph sessions. The America’s Cup Pavilion was located in America’s Cup Park, which hosted the America’s Cup Concert Series. 

America’s Cup Village at Marina Green was open to the public with free admission, and provided spectacular views of the start line and the first marks of the 
racecourse. America’s Cup Village featured free and ticketed bleacher seating, hospitality areas, retail stores, race viewing on large screens, exhibitions, and a Fan 
Zone with displays, such as the Healthy Ocean Project Lounge, an interactive spectator engagement area highlighting the global call to action campaign that 
embraces the connection between sailing and protecting the ocean.
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 figure 1: race course
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overview
event organization and governance

The 34TH America’s Cup Host City and Venue Agreement (“Host Agreement”), was signed in December 2010. The parties to the Host Agreement were the City and 
County of San Francisco (City), ACEA, and the San Francisco America’s Cup Organizing Committee (ACOC). The Host Agreement defined the roles and obligations 
of the parties to the Host Agreement with respect to the event and related matters in San Francisco. 

The Host Agreement emphasized the importance of sustainability to the event’s success, and defined a number of required Implementation Plans for addressing 
specific functions or elements of the 34TH America’s Cup, including: 1) People Plan, 2) Workforce Development and Local Small Business Inclusion Plan, 3) Youth 
Involvement Plan, 4) Public Safety Plan, 5) Water and Air Traffic Plan, 6) Ambush Marketing Action Plan, 7) Zero Waste Plan, 8) Sustainability Plan, and, 9) 
Advertising Plan. The responsibility for developing these Implementation Plans rested with different organizations having core expertise in the given function.

Two organizations were the primary entities responsible for managing the 34TH America’s Cup event activities, including sailing activities: 

  ameriCa’S	Cup	event	autHority,	llC (“ACEA”) – responsible for the commercial aspects of 2013 America’s Cup events, including partnership and 
broadcast rights, sales, marketing, and production of the television broadcast, and venue event management. ACEA worked closely with America’s Cup Race 
Management in the design and specification of the America’s Cup spectator venues and hospitality areas.

  ameriCa’S	Cup	raCe	management (“ACRM”) – responsible for the delivery of all sporting and competition aspects of the event including on-the-water 
management, as well as the physical event infrastructure on land.

The Senior Management team for ACEA and ACRM was established prior to the selection of the City and County of San Francisco as the Host City for the 34th 
America’s Cup. An event office was established in Southampton, UK in 2010 to initiate the planning phases of the 34TH America’s Cup and the inaugural America’s 
Cup World Series. A San Francisco event office was established in the spring of 2011 for ACEA and ACRM staff. The ACEA and ACRM workforce was headquartered  
in San Francisco at Pier 23 starting July 2012 and through the 34TH America’s Cup. The 34th America’s Cup provided volunteer opportunities to over 720 people 
 – 70 percent of these volunteers resided in the San Francisco Bay Area. Paid internship positions were offered during the summer of 2013 to approximately 40  
San Francisco Bay Area residents, and 22 of these interns resided in the City and County of San Francisco. Thirty-four of our interns were under the age of 25, which 
contributed towards the Mayor’s Summer Jobs+ Initiative, and our commitment to hiring local youth.

The ACEA raised revenues to deliver event activities from a variety of sources, including primarily from the exploitation of the commercial rights in and to the  
34TH America’s Cup and its constituent events.  Sources of commercial revenues included venue fees, sponsorship, broadcast and media rights, licensing and 
merchandising, hospitality and ticketing. 
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sustainability commitment
For ACEA, sustainability meant optimizing the social, economic and environmental impacts of our 
activities in delivering the 34TH America’s Cup, to enrich the communities we visit and to protect 
natural ecosystems.

Our aim in delivering a sustainable event was to minimize any potentially negative impacts 
(such as air pollution from spectator travel or spectator waste) and to maximize event benefits 
(such as habitat preservation and promoting new green technologies) now and into the future. 
Sustainability is not achieved in isolation; rather, it is the net effect of human activity on many 
interrelated natural and man-made systems. Considering how these systems and activities 
integrate into all aspects of the 34TH America’s Cup helped us establish a vision of what it means 
to be a leader in sustainability.

Best practice in sustainable event management required that we understand and minimize 
our potentially negative sustainability impacts, and measure and report on event operations. 
Measurement and reporting involved identifying Key Performance Indicators (“KPIs”), and 
tracking them to evaluate the success of particular strategies. This report evaluates our success 
at implementing the strategies set forth in our Sustainability Plan, using 17 KPIs selected from the 
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). Section 3 provides the 
results of strategy implementation and KPIs, and Appendix A provides an index of GRI KPIs and 
where they are discussed in this report.

In addition to KPI evaluation, the entire suite of planned activities associated with the  
34TH America’s Cup in San Francisco was thoroughly reviewed for potential environmental 
impacts under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the federal National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In the summer of 2010, months before San Francisco was even 
selected by the America’s Cup organizers to host the event, San Francisco officials considered 
seeking a CEQA exemption for the project, as was done for the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic 
Games. However, the citizens of San Francisco voiced strong opposition to the idea of a CEQA 
exemption, despite nearly 85 percent of the surveyed public expressing support for the event. 
Given the scale and duration of this event, combined with the sensitivity of the Bay and shoreline 
habitats, concerned citizens wanted the event’s impacts scrutinized closely. It was decided that 
undergoing stringent environmental review was imperative to minimizing any potentially negative 
environmental impacts and operating the most sustainable event possible. 

The City of San Francisco prepared the environmental review documents required to comply 
with CEQA, with support and input from ACEA. The CEQA Draft and Final Environmental Impact 
Reports, approved by the City’s Planning Commission on December 15, 2011, informed the public 
of the potential environmental impacts that could be caused by the 34TH America’s Cup and 
associated James R. Herman Cruise Terminal and Northeast Wharf Plaza project. The documents 
also identified regulatory requirements intended to reduce potential environmental impacts, 
feasible mitigation measures to reduce or avoid those impacts, residual impacts still considered 
“significant,” and possible alternatives to reduce or avoid those significant impacts. All CEQA 
documents are available on the City’s Planning Department website.3 

3. San Francisco Planning Department website: http://www.sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=1828 
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Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA, 42 USC 4332(2)(C)), the National Park 
Service and the U.S. Coast Guard, in cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the 
Presidio Trust, prepared an Environmental Assessment (EA) to analyze the potential effects of the 
34TH America’s Cup sailing races on the lands and waters administered by the federal government, 
and to identify management actions and protection measures to reduce negative environmental 
impacts. The EA was published in 2012, and documents are available at the America’s Cup  
NEPA website4. 

Appendix B provides a summary of the environmental impacts identified during the CEQA and 
NEPA review processes, and a summary of mitigation measures required to prevent or minimize 
such impacts. The regulatory environmental review process informed the development of the 
Sustainability Plan themes and strategies; as such, Appendix B also identifies the sustainability 
theme that corresponds with each impact and mitigation measure. Some of the mitigation 
measures most important in influencing the sustainability of the event included:

• Construction vehicle emissions minimization (minimize idling, maintain equipment, 
emissions standards for diesel trucks, etc.);

• Off-road construction equipment requirements (emissions standards for engines, fuel 
requirements, etc.);

• Temporary and long-term shoreside power;

• Protection of sensitive plant and animal species;

• Education and information for visiting mariners and the public;

• Development and implementation of a People Plan to facilitate access to all transportation 
modes to and from the event venues.  The People Plan included traffic and transit plans, 
including bus priority streets, new bus lanes, bicycle priority streets, public transit service 
to accommodate peak transit demands, and other measures; and,

• Public information program facilitating access to and from venues and spectator viewing 
areas by all modes, while encouraging the use of transit and alternate modes.

sustainability commitment

4. National Environmental Policy Act website: http://www.americascupnepa.org/
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report scope and content 
This Sustainability Report is based on internationally recognized sustainability reporting guidelines 
and KPIs developed by GRI, which are used by organizations worldwide to report to stakeholders 
and the public. ACEA used GRI’s recently released reporting guidelines for events (Event Organizers 
Sector Supplement) to self-report on our performance, consistent with the requirements of Level C 
reporting. This report is the final in a series of sustainability-related documents for the 34TH America’s 
Cup, including a 2011 Sustainability Summary document, and the 2012 Sustainability Plan. The 
America’s Cup website was the main source of information related to sustainability during the event 
(www.americascup.com).

The reporting period includes the events that took place in San Francisco in the spring and summer 
of 2013, and estimated through the end of the final America’s Cup concert on October 12, 2013. This 
period includes the Louis Vuitton Cup, the Red Bull Youth America’s Cup, the America’s Cup Final, the 
America’s Cup Concert Series, and the Superyacht Regatta of the 34TH America’s Cup. As described 
in the previous section, these events took place in America’s Cup Park, America’s Cup Pavilion, 
America’s Cup Village, and the San Francisco Bay, as well as various venues for event operations (Pier 
23, Pier 19.5, Pier 19, Pier, 80, and Pier 30/32). Because of publication deadlines, this report does not 
include all information associated with the breakdown of the event venues, but does include certain 
data such as power usage and greenhouse gas emissions where data could be reliably estimated. 

This report includes actions by ACEA, ACRM and our contracted vendors. Report content was 
determined by examining the material issues important to ACEA, ACRM, the City, our Partners, and 
other stakeholders. Material issues were identified and prioritized based on the Host Agreement 
and through engagement with stakeholders during the event planning process, which included the 
CEQA and NEPA processes, and many specialized planning exercises to address specific functions or 
elements of the events, including but not limited to the event Implementation Plans listed previously. 

In addition, relevant local and regional laws, goals, plans and programs were used as guidance,  
such as:

• City of San Francisco Climate Action Plan

• San Francisco Zero Waste goal

• San Francisco Department of the Environment Programs on Clean Transportation, Climate 
Change, and Energy

• The California Global Warming Solutions Act (Assembly Bill 32)

• Port of San Francisco environmental policies

This report also relied on precedent set for sustainability reporting on international sporting events, 
including the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games in Vancouver, Canada, and the 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games in London, UK.

After evaluating the relevance of all GRI KPIs, 17 were selected for evaluation based on materiality, 
applicability to the 34TH America’s Cup, and data availability. Appendix A provides a table listing all 
GRI KPIs referenced in this Sustainability Report, and where they are discussed.

material issues are those that reflect 
the event’s significant economic, 

environmental, and social impacts, 
or that substantively influence 

the assessments and decisions of 
stakeholders. - gri, 2012
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staKeholder engagement 
Preparation and planning for the 34TH America’s Cup required engagement with a broad range of 
local stakeholder groups. This occurred through the CEQA and NEPA processes, which required a 
formal and legal public engagement and review process, and through a variety of public meetings, 
events, and correspondence with the business, residential, and government communities in and 
around the City and County of San Francisco. We also engaged with several important stakeholder 
groups that operate at the regional, national or global scale, and with wider society through various 
social media. Engagement with stakeholders helped clarify the challenges and opportunities 
presented by material issues, and informed the sustainability themes and objectives presented in 
the following sections. 

A complete list of stakeholder meetings is too long to include in this Sustainability Report, but 
they include the following: America’s Cup athletes and staff, Official Partners, the event workforce, 
the City of San Francisco, the Golden Gate Yacht Club, local community residents, regional 
transportation agencies, supporting Federal government organizations and permitting agencies, 
public safety agencies and media partners.
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In addition to the CEQA and NEPA process, ACEA and City staff met with stakeholders on 
hundreds of occasions, including more than 90 presentations to key stakeholder groups during 
the development of the People Plan. These interactions were instrumental in deriving the 
sustainability themes and objectives outlined in the following Sustainability Report sections. 
Some of the more relevant stakeholder engagement activities conducted by ACEA include:

• Sustainability Plan development (San Francisco Environment Commissioners, America’s 
Cup Environmental Council, public meetings); 

• CEQA and NEPA public meetings;

• Public meetings related to permits for event activities, including the Port of San 
Francisco, San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department, the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, the Bay Conservation and Development Commission, and the San 
Francisco Entertainment Commission;

• Meetings with City Departments, local business groups, and local citizen groups to gather 
input on the various event plans, including the People Plan, Sustainability Plan, Workforce 
Development Plan, and Youth Involvement Plan.

In addition, in early 2011 ACEA and the City established a formal coordinated structure of 
communication to allow local organizations involved in the delivery of the event to plan for the 
America’s Cup activities. Ten multi-organizational Domain committee groups met biweekly and/
or monthly, including a Sustainability Domain committee. Each Domain committee communicated 
important issues to higher level Project Leaders and finally a Steering Group of Principals for 
discussion and resolution. The Sustainability Domain committee was coordinated by ACEA’s 
Head of Sustainability and met twelve times in 2011 and 2012. The Sustainability Domain included 
representatives from the following organizations: San Francisco Department of the Environment, 
America’s Cup Organizing Committee, San Francisco Office of the Mayor, ACRM, ACEA, Port of 
San Francisco, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, San Francisco Office of Economic and 
Workforce Development, and Aquarium of the Bay (the lead local partner for the America’s Cup 
Healthy Ocean Project). 

staKeholder engagement 
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obtained 150 clean boater  
pledges, motivating boaters to do 
their part to Keep san francisco’s 
waterways clean and green

3: themes and objectives
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The Sustainability Plan identified five sustainability themes for the 34TH America’s Cup activities in 
San Francisco and presented objectives and strategies under each theme:  

• Energy and Emissions

• Resource Efficiency

• Natural Habitat & Wildlife

• Inclusion

• Engagement

The following sections evaluate our performance in achieving our stated objectives. For each 
theme we start with a table that summarizes the strategies presented in the Sustainability Plan, 
and self-rank our performance for each strategy using a full circle (strategy fully implemented), 
half circle (strategy partially implemented), or empty circle (strategy not implemented or 
implementation no longer relevant). We then highlight successes and evaluate any shortcomings 
of the many programs and actions we implemented.

themes and objectives
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SailorS	for	tHe	Sea	Clean	regattaS	CertifiCation

Sailors for the Sea was the Official Clean Regattas Partner of the 34TH America’s Cup. 

ACEA made a commitment to follow the Sailors for the Sea Clean Regattas program for all events 
beginning in July 2011. Clean Regattas certification provides independent, third-party verification 
that a yacht club, sailing program, or regatta is environmentally responsible, and is doing its 
utmost to protect the waters upon which people sail. Founded in 2004, Sailors for the Sea is 
a nonprofit organization that educates and engages the boating community in the worldwide 
protection of the oceans.

The Clean Regatta program includes best practices such as recycling, composting and litter free 
events that any regatta should aim to achieve. Each best practice achieved is awarded points, 
which taken together are then awarded a certification level (Platinum, Gold, Silver or Bronze). 
An independent Clean Regattas Review Board, with local sailing and environmental expertise, 
analyzed data submitted by ACEA and determined points achieved by the race organizers. The 
America’s Cup World Series events in San Francisco in August and October of 2012 each achieved 
the first-ever Platinum designations by Sailors for the Sea.  ACEA committed to achieving this 
same Platinum designation for the 34TH America’s Cup activities in 2013.  The final results will be 
posted on the America’s Cup website and distributed by press release in October 2013.    

ACEA and Sailors for the Sea worked closely to expand the Clean Regattas program, most 
notably adding a Platinum Level and creating a more stringent, comprehensive evaluation system 
that covers large events and ties evaluation directly back to metrics. The Clean Regattas checklist 
(Appendix C) used for the 34TH America’s Cup event allowed for a possible 81 points, with equal 
focus on reducing the impact of the event on shore and on the water.

2013	america’s	Cup	Clean	regattas	Certification	performance	Highlights:

• recycling and composting: The 34TH America’s Cup diverted 85% of waste  
from landfill.

• plastic reduction: the largest sporting event to eliminate single-use plastic.  All 
disposable service ware was compostable, and no single use plastic drinks bottles were 
used or sold at event venues.    

• on water oil spill prevention: ACRM placed oil spill kits in all race committee 
boats and had procedures in place for safe fueling practices.

• water only wash downs: ACRM used microfiber mitts to clean race committee 
boats to eliminate the use of harmful cleaning products.

• additional clean regattas best management practices include:  
energy and fuel, sustainable food, eco-friendly paper and signage, runoff reduction, 
preventing discharge, using non-toxic cleaning products and engaging the public on 
environmental issues.

featured program
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objeCtive: Optimize use of energy and minimize 
associated air emissions through efficient planning  
and technological innovation.
The Energy and Emissions theme focused on activities that affected air quality, energy use and 
transportation. In particular, this theme addressed the important issue of climate change, reducing 
greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions, and the intention to deliver a carbon neutral event.

ACEA looked for and capitalized on opportunities to avoid or reduce energy and emissions  
through design decisions and contractor and vendor agreements. ACEA worked closely with the 
San Francisco Department of the Environment and other relevant City organizations, such as the 
Port of San Francisco, to identify best potential measures, consistent with the City’s policies and 
emissions reduction measures identified through the CEQA and NEPA environmental review5,   
and relevant regulatory permits that were synergistic with delivery of 34TH America’s Cup activities.

energy and emissions 

5.  CEQA documents available on the City’s Planning Department website at http://www.sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=1828. 

NEPA documents are available at http://www.americascupnepa.org/. 



ee-1 Prioritize avoidance and minimization of greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution associated with delivering event activities

ee-2 Use carbon management as a tool to improve sustainability performance

ee-3 Endeavor to achieve carbon neutrality for the ACEA residual owned carbon footprint for event activities taking place in San Francisco (2012 World 
Series, the Louis Vuitton Cup in 2013, the Defender series (if staged) and the 34TH America’s Cup Final Match in 2013) The Event Authority’s owned 
carbon footprint includes emissions from activities under the operational control of the ACEA for these events in San Francisco

ee-4 Conduct an assessment of the event carbon footprint and develop an event carbon management strategy to guide decision-making

ee-5 Monitor major components of the event carbon footprint

ee-6 Avoid and/or reduce carbon emissions wherever feasible in the installation and operation of temporary structures and facilities, emphasizing reuse 
of materials, use of secondary materials or lower carbon alternatives, minimization of waste, and opportunities to conserve energy and resources 
wherever possible through coordination and collaboration between suppliers, vendors, and contractors

ee-7 Procure low-emission fuel for event boats

ee-8 Provide shore-side power for moored spectator and support boats

ee-9 Implement, as feasible, the use of on-site renewable energy at spectator venues after energy efficiency has been maximized to replace fossil fuel 
based energy sources, and maximize opportunities through partnerships

ee-10 Develop guidelines for race boat drivers to promote fuel efficiency and reduce emissions

ee-11 Develop a sustainability strategy for technology to maximize energy efficiency and conservation, and reduce the amount of equipment and 
materials required to achieve the maximum beneficial outcome

ee-12 Prioritize the use of existing materials and equipment through rental/ leasing options over buying new, in order to reduce carbon impacts of 
manufacturing and transportation

ee-13 Use low or zero emission fuel for any required event generators, where feasible and available

ee-14 Use grid electricity where feasible

ee-15 Select efficient lighting systems for temporary event operations

ee-16 Employ energy conservation and efficiency measures for event equipment

ee-17 Reduce the need for cooling and heating (comfort and equipment)
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energy and emissions 

strategy description performance

goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met



ee-1 Prioritize avoidance and minimization of greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution associated with delivering event activities

ee-2 Use carbon management as a tool to improve sustainability performance

ee-3 Endeavor to achieve carbon neutrality for the event Authority’s residual owned carbon footprint for event activities taking place in San Francis-
co (2012 World Series, the Louis Vuitton Cup in 2013, the Defender series (if staged) and the 34TH America’s Cup Final Match in 2013) The Event 
Authority’s owned carbon footprint includes emissions from activities under the operational control of the Event Authority for these events in San 
Francisco

ee-4 Conduct an assessment of the event carbon footprint and develop an event carbon management strategy to guide decision-making

ee-5 Monitor major components of the event carbon footprint

ee-6 Avoid and/or reduce carbon emissions wherever feasible in the installation and operation of temporary structures and facilities, emphasizing reuse 
of materials, use of secondary materials or lower carbon alternatives, minimization of waste, and opportunities to conserve energy and resources 
wherever possible through coordination and collaboration between suppliers, vendors, and contractors

ee-7 Procure low-emission fuel for event boats

ee-8 Provide shore-side power for moored spectator and support boats

ee-9 Implement, as feasible, the use of on-site renewable energy at spectator venues after energy efficiency has been maximized to replace fossil fuel 
based energy sources, and maximize opportunities through partnerships

ee-10 Develop guidelines for race boat drivers to promote fuel efficiency and reduce emissions

ee-11 Develop a sustainability strategy for technology to maximize energy efficiency and conservation, and reduce the amount of equipment and materi-
als required to achieve the maximum beneficial outcome

ee-12 Prioritize the use of existing materials and equipment through rental/ leasing options over buying new, in order to reduce carbon impacts of manu-
facturing and transportation

ee-13 Use low or zero emission fuel for any required event generators, where feasible and available

ee-14 Use grid electricity where feasible

ee-15 Select efficient lighting systems for temporary event operations

ee-16 Employ energy conservation and efficiency measures for event equipment

ee-17 Reduce the need for cooling and heating (comfort and equipment)

ee-18 Minimize the need to transport equipment, materials and people in planning for and staging the 34TH America’s Cup events

ee-19 Minimize travel distances for all goods and services (equipment, merchandise and catering)

ee-20 Prioritize low emission travel solutions for delivery of materials and products

ee-21 Prioritize low emission mobility solutions for the event workforce, as follows: (1) Walking; (2) Cycling; (3) Public transportation; (4) Where public 
transportation, walking or cycling are not available or feasible, maximize shared use vehicles allowing for the greatest quantity of passengers are 
transferred in the fewest number of vehicles (such as vanpools, pedicabs, shuttles, taxis); (5) Personal vehicles: prioritize and promote hybrid, 
electric or alternative fueled vehicles, where feasible

ee-22 Utilize a low emission water fleet for event operations

ee-23 Promote the use of bicycle, pedestrian and transit connections between major event venues, including dissemination of information to users such 
as maps and signage

ee-24 Provide bicycles, including cargo bicycles as appropriate, for the event workforce

aspiration Work with relevant City agencies to design an online event spectator journey planner tool, to support walking, cycling and use of public transit to 
travel to event venues

aspiration Design easy to use methods to inform spectators of walking/cycling/transit options and real-time public transit information, such as applications 
for mobile phones

aspiration Provide a sustainability resource guide and website for 34TH America’s Cup contractors and vendors

strategy description performance
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goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met

energy and emissions 
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The ACEA and ACRM placed a high priority on avoiding and minimizing carbon emissions associated with delivering 34TH America’s Cup activities.  Carbon 
management for events differs from that of ongoing operations of a commercial enterprise, institution or community. Unlike a business, an event takes place in 
a finite and short time period, and planning involves estimating forward-looking potential impacts of an event with little or no useful historical data to reference. 
For example, the America’s Cup had never been held in San Francisco, so ACEA had to predict factors such as the number of spectators that might attend, 
transportation requirements, and quantities of waste that may be generated. 

The ACEA estimated carbon emissions, reduced them as much as possible, and then measured final emissions by classifying emissions based on the relative degree 
of control or influence by the ACEA and ACRM.  Owned emissions were those from event activities solely funded by or under the operational control of ACEA, 
ACRM and its affiliates and contractors. They include emissions from construction or facility improvements and installations, event planning and logistics, temporary 
event energy use, and travel and accommodations for the event workforce.  Associated emissions were from activities that were not directly controlled or funded by 
the ACEA or ACRM, but were those that the organizers may have some influence over (for example the actions of sponsors, media, the racing teams  
and spectators). 

ACEA was able to achieve carbon neutrality for event activities in San Francisco over which ACEA and ACRM were directly responsible, thanks to our partnership 
with Offsetters, the Official Carbon Credit Supplier for the 34TH America’s Cup.  Carbon neutrality was evidenced using PAS 2060, the only independent specification 
for the demonstration of carbon neutrality6.  The 34TH America’s Cup is the first world-class event to use this standard. PAS 2060 requires a clear statement of the 
intent to be carbon neutral,7  which is followed by a statement of achievement of carbon neutrality.8 This will be posted on the America’s Cup website once the final 
carbon footprint has been calculated and the appropriate number of carbon credits have been procured and retired. ACEA contracted with consultancy Best Foot 
Forward to develop the event carbon footprint, and also to independently assure these PAS 2060 statements. 

PAS 2060 requires there to be a clear carbon management strategy as well a commitment to reducing emissions. The ACEA’s Carbon Management Strategy (CMS) 
followed the award-winning approach developed by the London 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games, and is comprised of the following elements.

1. Set study boundaries, identify emission sources and measure event baseline (estimated) emissions;

2. Establish responsibility for individual emission sources and determine those covered by the Host Agreement; the owned emissions.

3. Set objectives and prioritize emissions reduction measures in areas of greatest impact and opportunity;

4. Identify where emissions can be avoided or eliminated, for example through venue design or by encouraging behavior change towards low-carbon 
alternatives (e.g., promote walking or public transit instead of driving), and quantify those impacts;

5. Adjust activities or chose alternatives to business-as-usual that reduced emissions, including increasing energy efficiency and switching to energy sources 
that are less carbon intensive (e.g., use of low carbon fuels and renewable energy), and quantify those activities;

6. Measure and evidence reduction opportunities. Establish both baseline and avoided emissions;

7. Compensate for residual “owned” event emissions that cannot be avoided or reduced;

8. Encourage others to reduce and compensate for associated emissions; and, 

9. Review implementation success upon event completion in 2013, to assess the impact of carbon reduction measures and review overall success of the carbon 
management strategy.

carbon management strategy

6.  PAS 2060:2010 Specification for the demonstration of carbon neutrality. Published by the British Standards Institute

7.  The 34TH America’s Cup PAS 2060 Declaration of Commitment to Carbon Neutrality can be found at: http://cdn.sparkart.net/americascup/content/documents/sustainability/Declaration_of_intent1.pdf

8.  The 34TH America’s Cup PAS 2060 Declaration of Achievement of Carbon Neutrality will be posted on the America’s Cup website once our carbon credits in the amount of our owned carbon footprint are retired by Offsetters, 

the Official Carbon Credit Supplier of the 34th America’s Cup.  
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The CMS was subject to challenge by a Carbon Technical Advisory Group (TAG) at several stages 
in its development and implementation. The TAG was comprised of representatives from the 
following organizations: San Francisco Department of the Environment, Port of San Francisco, 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Environmental Defense Fund (representing the San 
Francisco America’s Cup Organizing Committee), Offsetters (Official Partner), PwC (Official 
Partner), and Althelia Ecosphere (Official Partner).  Feedback from TAG representatives was 
incorporated into subsequent iterations of the analysis and report. The TAG was universally 
supportive of the approach taken by the ACEA, and several group members are keen to see the 
methodology applied elsewhere within the City and in California.

The 34TH America’s Cup Reference (baseline) Carbon Footprint Report and Final Carbon 
Footprint Report are published on the America’s Cup website at http://www.americascup.com/
en/sustainability.  Highlights of the final report are included herein. 

Most of the programs and actions discussed below under Energy and Emissions and Air Quality 
also contributed to minimizing the event’s carbon footprint. 

carbon management strategy
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ACEA and ACRM capitalized on opportunities to conserve energy and run temporary venues efficiently wherever possible through coordination and collaboration 
with suppliers, partners, and contractors.  The following measures are examples of reduced energy use and emissions associated with the 34TH America’s Cup 
activities in San Francisco, some of which are calculated as GHG reduction measures in the event carbon footprint:

• power: The 34TH America’s Cup used primarily grid electricity (shore power) in lieu of fuel combustion from generators. ACEA provided shore-side power 
at America’s Cup Park, which included power for the America’s Cup Pavilion and hookups for superyachts berthed at this venue. Operational venues used 
shore power at Piers 23, 19.5, 19, 30/32 and 80.  Shore power was not available at Marina Green, the site of America’s Cup Village, and required generators to 
power event activities. A robust energy management strategy was developed to reduce demand, optimize power distribution and efficiency, which resulted 
in the use of only two generators at America’s Cup Village.  These generators were fueled with a blend of biodiesel (B20) fuel and were the top rated Tier 4 
efficient engines (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency rating). This was a significant improvement over 2012 America’s Cup World Series activities, where 
lessons were learned on how to provide and manage power at this venue in the most efficient manner possible.

• vehicle fleet: ACEA’s fleet of hybrid-electric vehicles were provided by Lexus, the Official Car and Sustainability Partner of the 34TH America’s Cup.  The 
use of a hybrid-electric vehicle fleet saved an estimated 72 tonnes of GHG emissions. Golf carts used at event venues were electric, and most were charged 
at locations where the shore power source was renewable energy provided by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission. 

• renewable energy: Solar security lights were used at America’s Cup Village, which saved an estimated 12 tonnes of GHG emissions. ACEA, with the help 
of the San Francisco Department of the Environment and the Port of San Francisco, investigated the use of solar and wind renewable energy installations at 
America’s Cup venues.  Due to the temporary nature of the event and the complexity associated with installation, management and investment required for 
temporary renewable energy, we were not able to place this equipment at venues.  

• temporary materials: To reduce energy consumption and carbon impacts of manufacturing and transportation, we prioritized the use of existing 
materials and equipment through rental/leasing options over buying new. At the end of the event, we are selling or donating assets to ensure their 
continued use and to prevent sending waste to landfill.

• sustainable sourcing: The 34TH America’s Cup Sustainable Sourcing Guidelines provided a vehicle to engage with our suppliers and partners to define 
and develop their own sustainability practices, which included maximizing energy efficiency in production and transportation of materials/products. For 
example, merchandise partners doing business with ACEA prioritized factories that were geographically closer to the event, which reduced the energy 
associated with shipping and transportation. The Sustainable Sourcing Guidelines also required that the selection of temporary structures and building 
materials for event venues include minimization of energy and water usage. Structural design maximized the use of natural lighting and minimized the need 
for heating/cooling. 

• sustainable food: The 34TH America’s Cup Sustainable Food Framework (Appendix E) prioritized local sourcing to minimize the energy and emissions 
associated with transporting food. 

ACEA focused significant effort on reducing the impact of transporting materials, equipment and people associated with the event. ACEA and ACRM minimized 
impacts from staff and event-related travel via numerous channels. Staff used bikes for many transport needs, including personal bicycles and bicycles provided 
by ACEA and ACRM.  ACRM acquired a low emission fleet of lightweight rigid inflatable boats for race operations. These fuel-efficient boats have a sleek design 
comprised of carbon fiber. They weigh one third of the weight and use about one fifth of the fuel of a typical RIB of the same size, requiring less horsepower and 
consequently less fuel for operation, thus decreasing overall associated emissions and reducing carbon emissions by 116 tonnes.

The results of our many energy efficiency and renewable energy efforts are documented in the final carbon footprint report.  This final footprint report quantifies 
emissions based on actual event activities.  It also quantifies the emissions reduction measures implemented by ACEA and ACRM to reduce the overall footprint.  
Event activities in 2013 resulted in an ACEA and ACRM ‘owned’ reference carbon footprint of 10,601 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO

2
e) relating to events 

taking place in San Francisco.  ACEA and ACRM were able to reduce this footprint by 13 percent, and the final owned carbon footprint was therefore 9,226 tCO
2
e.    

Event activities in 2013 resulted in an estimated 9,040,388 MJ of direct energy consumption by primary energy sources, and 5,056,045 MJ of indirect consumption 
by primary sources. Conservation and efficiency improvements resulted in a savings of 5,630,493 MJ.

energy and emissions
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Air quality was identified as a potentially significant impact in both the CEQA and NEPA 
environmental review processes. ACEA committed to reducing emissions of criteria air pollutants 
and precursors, reducing exposure of sensitive receptors to toxic air contaminants and particulate 
matter, and ensuring there were no violations of air quality standards at controlled venues. 

The mitigation measures proposed in the EIR, and the management action and protection 
measures proposed in the EA, served to reduce impacts to air quality and GHG emissions, and 
had the ancillary benefit of reducing energy consumption and promoting the use of cleaner 
energy sources. Among the dozens of actions that ACEA and ACRM took to minimize air quality 
and GHG emission from construction and transportation are the following:

• Minimized construction vehicle emissions through a set of comprehensive measures 
that discouraged idling, ensured that equipment was properly maintained for peak 
performance, and upheld strict emissions standards for diesel trucks;

• Adhered to strict off-road construction equipment requirements such as advanced 
emissions standards for engines and fuel requirements; 

• Used emission controls for race-sponsored spectator vessels such as efficient engine 
standards; 

• Used clean diesel engines for temporary power;

• Installed and required the use of temporary shoreside power, reducing the use of fuel in 
event and spectator boats;

• Initiated and supported activities in the People Plan to support spectator and workforce 
travel by bicycle, foot or public transport to and from event venues; and,

• Encouraged the use of public transit and alternate travel modes, and facilitated access to 
and from venues and spectator viewing areas by all travel modes.

For a comprehensive list and description of these and other air quality measures, see the CEQA 
EIR document and the NEPA EA.9  

air Quality

9. For CEQA EIR and NEPA EA documents visit: http://www.sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=1828 and http://www.americascupnepa.org/
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Transporting spectators to event venues has impacts on congestion, GHG emissions, and air quality, especially if private vehicles are the predominant mode of 
transportation. The ACEA and the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority (SFMTA) collectively forged a partnership to ensure the safe and efficient use 
of sustainable transportation in San Francisco during the 34TH America’s Cup.  The People Plan,10  developed by the SFMTA in partnership with ACEA, laid out a 
transportation scheme to facilitate the movement of thousands of people on any day to and from the America’s Cup events, under the four guiding principles of 
resource efficiency, environmental sustainability, strategic adaptability and a positive legacy for the future.

ACEA and SFMTA teamed up with local private and public agencies and partners to provide visitor participants with a wide array of sustainable transportation 
options to the private car, including local and regional transit services, as well as bicycle and pedestrian facilities. In addition to ensuring safe and effective 
transportation, these actions reduced air quality and GHG emissions associated with spectator travel:

1. Muni.  Debuted the E-Line (Caltrain station to Wharf) service; piloted limited runs on select lines (e.g., 47); increased frequency on multiple runs; and 
installed smart signal fiber to coordinate signal procession and prioritize transit operations on the Embarcadero. Muni provided free travel to  
34TH America’s Cup Volunteers wearing their official uniforms.

2. Regional Transit.  Made various service enhancements – expanded interagency transfers and connections on BART and Caltrain, piloted “within San 
Francisco” service on Golden Gate Transit and AC Transit and weekend Route 4 service on Golden Gate.

3. Regional Transit /Parking Hubs.  Piloted a system featuring a transit shuttle service between satellite parking lots (e.g., University of California at  
San Francisco) and event sites, and conducted local planning around BART, Caltrain and ferry parking lots (outside of the City) to accommodate  
overflow parking.

4. Pedestrian Safety.  Improved the Jefferson Public Realm area, improved crosswalks and design along the Waterfront for improved safety, and restricted 
sidewalks for bicycles to avoid conflicts.   

5. Bicycle Sharing. Expanded the City’s bike sharing program, and coordinated multiple bike sharing types/services (long or short-term use, light or  
heavy bicycles).  

6. Bicycle Paths and Routes. Improved facilities including the Bay Trail along the Waterfront, a two-way cycle track along the Embarcadero, the Fort Mason-to-
Crissy Field bike path, the Polk Street bike routes and the Bay/Alhambra alternative to the congested Fort Mason path.

7. Ferries.  Enhanced ferry service, piloted water taxi services, augmented ferry service (e.g., Sausalito), and developed Oyster Point ferry service to/from  
the City.

8. Travel Demand Management (TDM).  Developed an integrated set of measures, piloted a visitor-oriented program, developed platforms containing 
sustainable modes information, and provided real time information on traffic and transportation options.

9. Clipper Card.  This regional smart card program pioneered pre-loaded fare cards and a branded America’s Cup souvenir card, developed a fare structure to 
more directly generate transit revenue, and expanded the network of points where Clipper cards are sold and upgraded.

10. Special Events Team.  Created an interdisciplinary Special Events Team to manage large events, and created a report-back/evaluating method to effectively 
refine and improve service response.

ACEA and SFMTA created and disseminated resources widely to facilitate easy access to America’s Cup venues, such as specific transportation brochures, maps, 
and mobile phone applications.  The America’s Cup website contained information on how to get to venues and encouraged walking/cycling/transit options. The 
event transportation website (www.511.org/americascup) served as a one-stop source of transportation planning for all America’s Cup events, providing information 
on where to watch, when to go, how to get there, and real-time public transit information.

travel to america’s cup venues

10. The People Plan and related updates are available on the San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce Development website at: http://oewd.org/ACSF.aspx
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In response to a rise in bicycle traffic along the Embarcadero and a corresponding rise in demand for bicycle parking, the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition (SFBC) 
provided two staffed Bike Valet parking corrals and first class bicycle valet services during America’s Cup event activities in 2012 and 2013.  The SFBC operated 
bike valet corrals at AC Park and AC Village during 30 peak race days between July and September 2013.  Twelve of these days were weekdays and 18 days were 
weekend days.  The bike valet area was open to the public but not staffed on non-race days.  In total, SFBC valeted over 6,700 spectator bicycles during 30 race 
days, as listed below: 

• July 2013: 1,066 bicycles (Louis Vuitton Cup)

• August 2013: 2,206 bicycles (Louis Vuitton Cup)

• September 2013: 3,455 bicycles (Red Bull Youth America’s Cup, America’s Cup Finals)

Most of the public transportation data available when this Sustainability Report was compiled was from 2012. However, data indicates that the People Plan effort 
to enhance services and initiate public outreach was already achieving results in 2012 in San Francisco and the Bay Area. That data showed a dramatic increase 
in public transportation ridership from August 2011 to August 2012, when the San Francisco 2012 America’s Cup World Series events were being held, with BART 
ridership up 14 percent and ferry ridership up 17 percent.

For the America’s Cup World Series events in August and October 2012, transit’s greatest challenge was the October 6-7 weekend, when a number of additional 
activities took place at or near the San Francisco Waterfront (e.g., Fleet Week events).  The SFMTA, in conjunction with the ACEA and a number of regional transit 
operators in the Bay Area, ensured that transit service was augmented to meet the demand generated by America’s Cup events.  While this augmentation of service 
also transported individuals attending other events, these services had not been offered before and were primarily targeted at America’s Cup activities.

In order to get a better idea of the effort and relative impact of the significant planning effort associated with the People Plan and the America’s Cup, a comparison 
was drawn using the data available from the October 2012 America’s Cup World Series in San Francisco on regional transit ridership, when the America’s Cup 
World Series events coincided with a number of other activities simultaneously taking place in the City, including Fleet Week events, the Hardly Strictly Bluegrass 
Festival, San Francisco Giants baseball home games, a San Francisco 49er football home game, and other festivities.  A comparison was drawn between ridership 
on Saturday, October 6, 2012 and the Fleet Week Saturday of the previous year (2011).  In the case of BART train services, the Saturday ridership increased by 
more than 100,000 (47 percent), from 217,599 passengers in 2011 to 319,484 in 2012.  For WETA ferry services, the rise in ridership between 2011 and 2012 (on the 
Oakland/Alameda and Vallejo Ferries) was substantial, but less dramatic, with an increase of 2,737 passengers, or just over 25 percent.  

In the summer of 2013, Muni provided a number of augmented transit services in anticipation of increased transit demand during the 34TH America’s Cup event.  On 
race days in July and early August 2013, Muni ran additional buses, primarily along three special routes: the MM (formerly 47L) bus along Van Ness Avenue, the MS 
between Pier 27 and Marina Green and the ME along the Embarcadero. 

In September 2013, Muni increased service on the special routes and in addition, is running E Line streetcars from the Caltrain Depot at Fourth and King Streets to 
Jones and Jefferson Streets in Fisherman’s Wharf.  Preliminary ridership estimates for the weekend of September 7-8, 2013 have indicated that approximately 1,500 
to 2,000 passengers per day took the E-Line.

On the weekend of September 14-15, 2013, traffic checkers reported the following daily ridership estimates for these special routes:

• MS: 900-1000 passengers

• MM: 600-700 passengers

• MP: 2500 passengers

travel to america’s cup venues



gri profile  
disclosure

description performance

en3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source Estimated at  9,040,388 MJ.

en4 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements Estimated at 5,056,045 MJ.  
See details in following tables

en5 Indirect energy consumption by primary source Estimated at 5,630,493 MJ.

en16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight Estimated at 1,094 tco2e. Scope 1 & 2 
emissions

en17 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements Estimated at 8,132 tco2e. Scope 3 
emissions

en18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved Estimated at 1375 tco2e.
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ACEA and SFMTA’s success in providing the public with a sustainable set of transportation alternatives for travel in San Francisco during the America’s Cup 
highlights the importance of early planning and assessment of the mobility needs of travelers, as well as ongoing coordination between event organizers, 
participating City and regional departments and agencies charged with providing services.  

System performance data reveals that temporary adjustments, such as transit service augmentation and expanded bicycle infrastructure and parking capacity, 
effectively allowed the system to accommodate the additional trips generated.  These efforts did not merely constitute an increase in system capacity, but rather, 
were key components of a comprehensive demand management strategy designed to increase the attractiveness of a full set of alternatives to the car and mitigate 
the likely adverse impacts that a rise in car traffic would have brought to the City.

Finally, the ability to increase capacity on many of these modes and work closely with regional partners – such as transit operators connecting San Francisco with 
the North Bay, East Bay and Peninsula – was key to ensuring that the America’s Cup events continued to provide an enjoyable, world class sporting experience for 
tens of thousands of spectators.  SFMTA reports that the America’s Cup events of 2012 and 2013 will serve as a legacy for future events in the City and in other cities 
throughout the world, and the planning and implementation of the People Plan will serve as a model for effectively and efficiently managing the transportation 
system to the benefit of participants, visitors and residents.    

Spectator surveys were conducted at AC Park and AC Village on Wednesday, August 21, 2013 (a race day weekday) and Saturday, August 24, 2013 (a race day 
weekend) in order to better understand whether People Plan strategies had any affect on spectator travel choices.  Sixty-three percent of respondents reported 
their trip origin was within the City of San Francisco.  Surveys showed that 5 percent of spectators used America’s Cup maps or brochures to plan their travel, and 
another 5 percent used online or phone trip-planning services to plan their travel to America’s Cup venues.  Approximately 80 percent of spectators arrived at 
America’s Cup venues by walking, biking or taking public transportation. 

The following tables identify emissions according to GRI indicators of sustainability reporting.  

travel to america’s cup venues
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resource efficiency 
objeCtive: : Maximize natural resource and land use 
efficiency, minimize waste, and sustainably source 
materials and products.
The Resource Efficiency theme focused on strategies and activities that minimized waste 
and promoted the sustainable consumption of natural resources. Successfully staging a large, 
complex event like the 34TH America’s Cup required a range of management systems for venue 
construction, food and beverage, hospitality activities and spectator needs. In each of these 
areas, we looked for opportunities to use materials wisely and conserve water and energy. A 
comprehensive Zero Waste Plan and Implementation Strategy was created, in partnership with 
the San Francisco Department of the Environment and Recology, to reduce the amount of waste 
generated, reuse materials whenever possible, and maximize recycling and composting. We also 
adopted Sustainable Sourcing Guidelines that favored suppliers using environmentally friendly 
materials and sustainable practices, and developed a Sustainable Food Framework to ensure the 
provision of healthy, seasonal, sustainably sourced food in event venues. 

ACEA and ACRM did not build any new permanent structures for the 34TH America’s Cup.  
We worked with vendors and partners to develop racing and spectator infrastructure that 
maximized reusable temporary structures, minimized construction waste and maximized  
resource conservation. 



Strategy description performance page

re-1 Apply high standards to the design of temporary event structures

re-2 Apply high sustainability standards in event planning to promote the efficient and sustainable use of land resources

re-3 Use resources efficiently and responsibly (human, ecological and financial)

WASTE

re-4 Adopt the waste hierarchy and divert materials away from landfill: 1) eliminate; 2) reduce; 3) reclaim/reuse; 4) recycle and com-
post; 5) recover; and, 6) dispose

re-5 Support the City's strategies to deliver the Zero Waste Plan for Port-leased venues

re-6 Bring any waste generated on offshore event race boats back to onshore facilities for processing

re-7 Prioritize renting/leasing structures and equipment over buying new

re-8 Support efforts to collect litter along the Bay shore near event venues

re-9 Avoid the use of single-serve water bottles in event venues; work with event delivery partners to provide drinking water filling 
stations in or near event venues

re-10 Limit the distribution of printed information, favoring internet or other means of distribution

re-11 Establish office policies to maximize recycling, composting and reuse

re-12 Require that vendors use reusable or compostable serviceware in event venues

re-13 Prohibit the use of single use plastic carrier bags by food vendors and sponsors and encourage the use of durable, reusable bags 
made with recycled  content

re-14 Minimize packaging: avoid, reduce, replace, and implement take-back schemes with suppliers
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resource efficiency 

goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met



Strategy description performance page

MATERIALS AND MERCHANDISE

re-15 Choose products for durability and reusability

re-16 Work with event vendors and sponsors to meet zero waste performance standards for give-aways and merchandise

re-17 Adapt and apply the highest green building standards, as applicable, for minor interior renovations and temporary structures

re-18 Enable structures to be adaptable for use in legacy

re-19 Select temporary structures that maximize reuse

re-20 Develop sustainable sourcing and procurement guidelines, which take into consideration environmental, social and ethical issues

re-21 Comply with the City's tropical hardwood / virgin redwood ban

re-22 Janitorial paper products to have recycled content and be either unbleached or use whitening techniques free of chlorine or chlo-
rine derivatives

re-23 Ensure that products from sponsors and vendors comply with ethical labor standards

re-24 Use recycled-content materials, products and packaging

re-25 Obtain products from sources that adhere to sustainability principles

re-26 Use FSC-certified paper sources and soy-based inks where possible for event-related printing

re-27 Products sold or given away by sponsors and vendors are to be durable, non-toxic, contain recycled content where possible, and 
be able to recycle locally
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resource efficiency 

goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met



Strategy description performance page

WATER

re-28 Conserve potable water at event venues: use low-flow fixtures, reduce consumption, monitor water usage, promptly report and 
repair leaks

re-29 Promote water conservation by spectator boats

re-30 Use non-potable water for cleaning race boats and cleaning dock surfaces (where available and where feasible)

re-31 Adhere to the City's Water Efficient Irrigation Ordinance and Green Landscaping Ordinance for any event-related landscaping or 
vegetation

FOOD

re-32 Develop sustainable food guidelines detailing the provision of healthy, seasonal, sustainably and locally sourced in event venues

re-33 Require all sea life served in event venues and event hospitality areas under the operational control of the Event Authority be 
selected from the Monterey Bay Aquarium's Seafood Watch Best Choice List

re-34 Select food vendors based on adherence to the sustainable food guidelines

re-35 Use the event as a platform to educate the public and vendors about sustainable food and the impact of personal choice

re-36 Support the San Francisco Seafood Watch Alliance, including raising local consumer, restaurateur and seafood industry awareness 
of the importance of acquiring sea life from sustainable sources

aspiration Engage restaurants and food purveyors near event venues to promote sustainability goals, including serving only sustainable  
sea life

342013 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

resource efficiency 

goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met
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waste minimization
ACEA and ACRM went to extraordinary lengths to minimize waste generation and the amount solid 
waste sent to landfill associated with the 34TH America’s Cup activities. The zero waste approach 
went beyond recycling and waste diversion by promoting the prevention of waste through design 
considerations and choice of materials that are used in all aspects of the event. 

To achieve the zero waste goal set out in the Host Agreement, the San Francisco Department of 
the Environment spearheaded the development of a Zero Waste Plan in 2011,11  which set forth 
goals and strategies to support a zero waste event. The Plan covered management of the broad 
range of waste-generating activities associated with the 34TH America’s Cup, including construction 
and demolition (C&D) work on piers, installation of temporary piers, design and construction of 
temporary structures, moored spectator vessels, race operations and media headquarters, and  
waste transported from outside the U.S. on marine vessels (international waste).  

Subsequently in 2013, ACEA with the support of Recology developed a Materials Management 
Implementation Plan outlining specific activities to ensure delivery of a zero waste event, including 
placement of Recycle Stations throughout the venue, sorting station logistics and designs, staff 
requirements, and handling of special materials.

Careful planning was required to estimate waste volumes, determine container needs, coordinate 
logistics of waste pickup and hauling at crowded public venues, and optimize signage. ACEA worked 
with vendors to reduce packaging and waste and set up some of the most convenient and functional 
recycling stations ever seen in San Francisco. Implementation of best management practices 
included use of customized recycle stations with blue (recycle), black (landfill) and green (compost) 
signage and bins readily visible throughout all event sites. 

To further increase diversion, dedicated compounds in “back-of-house” areas were used for sorting 
through discards and removing contaminants. This practice supported entry-level green jobs and 
enabled very high resource recovery rates. In cases where materials were not recyclable, ACEA 
worked with Recology to provide recycling services. For example, ACEA and Recology developed  
a plastic film recycling plan – a material not normally recycled in the City’s programs – which 
included staff and vendor training, separate containers and special collection pickups.  Over 9 
tons of plastic film was separated from the event waste stream for recycling, avoiding sending this 
material to landfill.

11.  The Draft Zero Waste Plan is available on the San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce Development website at:  

http://oewd.org/ACSF.aspx
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free drinking water stations at ac 
park and ac village operated by Klean 
Kanteen poured over 38,000 liters of 
water to event spectators, equivalent 

to avoiding over 76,000 single use 
plastic water bottles (500ml).  

Our zero waste approach focused on the “highest and best use” hierarchy of materials 
management, that includes, in order: 1) eliminate; 2) reduce; 3) reclaim/reuse; 4) recycle 
and compost; 5) recover; and 6) dispose. Our efforts required close collaboration with the 
San Francisco Department of Environment and Recology. It also involved setting up special 
procedures and training for hundreds of people, including staff, racing teams, volunteers, partners 
and vendors.

Eliminating the use of single use plastics, a major contributor to marine pollution, was a major 
focus of our waste minimization effort from our initial stages of planning for the 34TH America’s 
Cup back in 2011. Our zero waste policies were consistent with the City’s policies and the Port of 
San Francisco’s Zero Waste Event Policy (adopted in 2012).

• Vendors were required to offer only compostable service ware where disposable 
products were required at venues (e.g., concessions). 

• Only recycled content paper bags were distributed in merchandise stores at  
event venues. 

• The sale or use of single use plastic beverage bottles was prohibited at all event venues.

• Klean Kanteen, the Official Water Hydration Solution and Sustainability Supplier of the 
34TH America’s Cup, provided free water stations pouring high-quality local tap water 
at each event venue.  In addition, the event workforce, volunteers, security and cleaning 
teams were provided stainless steel reusable water bottles.

As a result of these and numerous other efforts, from May through September of 2013 the 
following discarded materials were collected and diverted from landfill from the AC Park and AC 
Village spectator venues:

• Total Material Generated – 225 tons

• Recycling – 95 tons

• Compost – 98 tons

• Landfill – 33 tons

• diversion rate – 85% percent12 

waste minimization

12.  Waste diversion figures are reported by Recology
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sustainable sourcing
To support the themes and objectives of the Sustainability Plan, ACEA developed Sustainable Sourcing Guidelines to ensure that suppliers and vendors sourced 
and delivered products, materials, merchandise and services in a sustainable manner – meaning with consideration of environmental, social, economic and ethical 
issues. Sustainable sourcing has two major components: 1) limit consumption by purchasing only those products, goods and services deemed necessary, and 2) buy 
products, goods or services that feature minimal negative sustainability impacts in their production, use and disposal, and that encourage positive outcomes for the 
environment, economy and society. 

ACEA and ACRM met with stakeholders, including vendors, suppliers, and external subject matter experts, to gather input and define supplier sustainability 
practices that optimized the following four principles:

• responsible sourcing – ensure that products and services are sourced and produced under internationally acceptable environmental, health, social and 
ethical guidelines and standards;

• use of secondary materials – maximize the use of materials with reused and recycled content, minimize packaging and design products that can 
either be reused or recycled;

• minimizing downstream & upstream impacts – maximize resource and energy efficiency in production and distribution and engage to encourage 
responsible customer care; and

• healthy materials – ensure that appropriate substances and materials are used in order to protect human health and the environment.

The Sourcing Guidelines applied to suppliers, sponsors and licensees whose products and services fell into certain categories deemed to be significant with respect 
to total expenditure, magnitude of expected sustainability impact, and the ability of the ACEA and ACRM to reduce that impact. As part of the procurement 
process, potential suppliers in the following categories were evaluated against sourcing requirements related to human and labor rights, upstream environmental 
impacts, and downstream (use) impacts, sustainable materials, resource and energy efficiency, zero waste, toxic materials, and various standards and best 
management practices in pollution control

• apparel and licensed merchandise – requirements for this category included having in place a supplier Code of Conduct (e.g., Fair Labor 
Association Workplace Code of Conduct) along with associated audits and management systems; avoiding use of single use plastics and certain toxic 
chemicals; minimizing the use of packaging; use of recycled materials, and use of sustainable materials. 

• structures – requirements for structures and building materials included reclamation and reuse of materials whenever reasonably practicable, and 
ensuring that no waste to landfill was generated during the commissioning and decommissioning of rented structures. ACEA and ACRM preferred timber 
certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FCS), and paints, glues and adhesives that met leading sustainability criteria. Also encouraged were techniques 
for maximizing energy efficiency, use of renewable energy, minimizing material delivery distances, and using efficient modes of transportation for delivery.  

• machinery and eQuipment – Sustainability requirements for this category were generally covered in the America’s Cup Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Program (“MMRP”) as prepared under CEQA, including emission and noise controls, and best management practices for operation and 
maintenance of vehicles and machinery.

• marKeting, branding and signage – the requirements for this category (including print collateral, promotional banners and signs) focused on the 
reduction or elimination of PVC plastics, use of recycled paper, use of chlorine-free paper, and printing with soy or other vegetable-based inks. 

• power and fuel – Sustainability requirements for this category were generally covered in the MMRP as prepared under CEQA, including measures for 
equipment operation, emission control, and the use of renewable fuels and clean diesel.

.
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sustainable sourcing
General sustainable sourcing guidelines also applied to the categories of broadcasting, catering, 
contracted labor, event production, administrative and professional services, internal travel and 
logistics, IT and telecom, office supplies, and on-site transportation. 

Since no new permanent structures were needed to stage the 34TH America’s Cup, the resource 
efficiency strategy for construction centered on the renting of temporary structures that could be 
reused by the vendor. 

ACEA and ACRM worked with event vendors and sponsors to meet zero waste performance 
standards for merchandise and product giveaways. Each event partner engaged in a giveaway 
needed approval from ACEA to ensure that the item was useful (a ‘keepsake’ or useful item), 
durable, non-toxic, contained recycled content where possible, and could be recycled locally. For 
example, several partners distributed sunscreen and one distributed sunglasses that could be 
used immediately at the outdoor event. 

For our own operations, office paper and paper used in the Media Center was 100% recycled 
content from post consumer waste, and printer paper was also FSC certified.  The America’s 
Cup Magazine was produced by two local vendors on paper that was 60% post consumer waste, 
FSC certified, and chlorine free, and printed using 100% vegetable based inks with chlorine free 
processes for printing.  
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The 34TH America’s Cup Sustainable Food Framework (see Appendix E) provided guidelines for 
our catering partners for ensuring the selection, procurement, preparation, and service of local, 
sustainable, healthy and affordable food and beverages. Increasing the City’s reliance on locally 
produced food is an important step toward supporting sustainable agricultural systems. Locally 
produced food is fresher, reduces the environmental impact of shipping and refrigeration, supports 
rural communities and regional economies, preserves open space and increases food security in  
the Bay Area. Seeking foods that are certified by trusted third party entities is the best way to 
ensure that food is sustainably produced. For example, purchasing certified USDA Organic foods 
ensures that foods are produced without hazardous pesticides, nontherapeutic antibiotics, or 
chemical fertilizers.

The Sustainable Food Framework provided guidance and/or requirements on the following topics:

• service ware and pacKaging – All disposable service ware was to be BPI certified 
compostable, meet the ASTM D-6400 standard, and have a green marker (sticker, stripe, 
or band on all pieces of the product); durable service ware was preferred over disposables 
wherever possible; packaging was to be minimized and diverted from landfill; catering items 
(e.g., dishware and food) were to be delivered in containers that were re-usable, recyclable 
or compostable wherever possible; and all food items, including items that had been 
cooked but not served and could not be re-used for service, had to be donated to local 
organizations for redistribution.

• health and nutrition – Guidelines for providing nutritious and healthy meals included 
the aspiration that at least 20% of the overall food options offered by our vendors were to 
meet the nutrition criteria of America’s Cup “Ship Shape” Meals and “Power Snacks,” with 
specifications for fruit and vegetable content, whole grains, saturated fats, sugar, and fiber. 

• single use plastic – The sale, use and distribution of single-use plastic beverage  
bottles and service ware, as well as single-use plastic bags and balloons was prohibited at  
all venues.

• sourcing and certifications – The Sustainable Food Framework provided a Regional 
Food Chart setting thresholds for ‘Gold’ or ‘Platinum’ level of performance for food sourced 
from local regions. The Sustainable Food Framework also provided a list of acceptable 
product certifications for environmental sustainability, fair labor, and animal welfare.  

• reporting – Vendors were required to provide sourcing data on fresh produce, meat, 
poultry, fish, eggs, seafood, bread and dairy products

sustainable food

puma 
created a collection point at the venue 

to collect their plastic poly bags for 
recycling into benches and bike racks 

post event. 

nespresso  
collected all of their aluminum coffee 
pods to be recycled into park benches 

and bike racks post event
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sustainable food

FOOD CATEGORY GOLD PLATINUM

produCe

vegetables 9 counties

lettuces 50 miles

fruits California

rice

grains West of Rockies

legumes California

FOOD CATEGORY GOLD PLATINUM

protein

beef West of Rockies

pork US

Chicken California

fish US

Seafood US

Cheese 9 counties

yogurt California

butter California

FOOD CATEGORY GOLD PLATINUM

beverageS

juice US

juice/Water	blends US

Carbonated	drinks US

milk California

Soy US

FOOD CATEGORY GOLD PLATINUM

dry	goodS,	StapleS,		
and	CondimentS

oil US

baked	goods San Francisco

Snacks US

peanut	butter US

bread 9 counties

Honey California

mayonnaise US

Ketchup US

mustard US

relish US

The master caterer for the 34TH America’s Cup demonstrated success in several areas of the Sustainable Food Framework. Approximately 85 percent of the food 
and beverages supplied at the event were from San Francisco, the Bay Area, or Northern California, and on average over 65 percent of total produce purchased was 
Northern California grown. The table below shows our master caterer’s self-rated assessment at meeting the Sustainable Food Framework regional sourcing targets.
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Our master caterer worked with Food Runners, a local volunteer organization, to donate wholesome 
food products not needed for 34TH America’s Cup. Food Runners picked up excess perishable and 
prepared food and delivered it directly to local shelters and neighborhood programs that feed  
the hungry.

Providing glassware, china, and silverware within hospitality areas at event venues was not an 
easy accomplishment.  Temporary functional kitchen areas were set up in AC Park and AC Village, 
allowing true cooking, dishware washing, and storage of ingredients.  The use of china, glassware, 
silverware and linens in many event areas (e.g., hospitality areas and the Sports Bar) eliminated 
the need for disposable products to serve event attendees. These measures prevented the use and 
disposal of thousands of cups, plates, utensils, and napkins every day during the event. 

Disposable service ware for spectator concessions areas were BPI-certified compostable,13  and 
were appropriately marked or stamped (typically with a green marker) to let the consumer know 
that materials were compostable. Over 20,000 pounds of compostable disposable products were 
purchased for the event to service spectators and guests. Paper was preferred over other materials 
for products such as trays, straws, and cups, juices for catering and bars were packaged in boxes 
rather than plastic containers, and soda and beers were sold in cans rather than plastic bottles.    

Local food suppliers provided certified, hormone-free meat.  Beef items served at the event were 
choice grade USDA certified grass fed, and many of the chicken offerings were cage-free. Eggs were 
cage-free pasteurized. Over 72 percent of seafood was ‘best choice’ rated via the Monterey Bay 
Seafood Watch® List, and 100 percent was rated ‘good’ or ‘best’ choice.

sustainable food
sustainable food systems ensure 

nutritious food for all people, shorten 
the distance between food consumers 
and producers, protect workers health 
and welfare, minimize environmental 
impacts, and strengthen connections 

between urban and rural communities. 
–San Francisco Executive Directive on 
Healthy and Sustainable Food, 2009

13.   The Biodegradable Products Institute is a non-profit organization that manages a compostable labeling program.   

See: http://www.bpiworld.org/
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objeCtive: Protect biodiversity, habitats and wildlife.
San Francisco Bay is the West Coast’s largest estuary and hosts a rich diversity of plant and 
aquatic life, including over 150 species of fish, insects, amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals and 
plants that are considered threatened or endangered. Approximately two-thirds of the state’s 
salmon population passes through the Bay as well as nearly half of all the birds migrating along 
the Pacific Flyway.

ACEA and the event delivery partners were committed to minimizing and mitigating any 
potentially negative impacts to habitats and wildlife during from the event and from preparation 
of event venues. Throughout the planning and execution of event activities, a concerted effort 
was made to avoid environmental pollution and habitat degradation. In addition, activities and 
communications were designed to celebrate the San Francisco Bay and its environs, and inform 
spectators about the protected habitat and wildlife that are dependent on the region’s healthy 
terrestrial and marine ecosystems. 

natural habitat & wildlife 



strategy description performance

nH-1 Protect land, water and air resources, natural habitats and wildlife during all phases of the event

nH-2 Support natural habitats through conservation activities

nH-3 Keep litter, which is harmful to wildlife, away from sensitive habitats including out of the Bay

nH-4 Protect water quality in San Francisco Bay

nH-5 Require that all activities use least-toxic products and practices to minimize impacts on water, soil, air and wildlife

nH-6 Prevent discharge of untreated sewage from event boats in ocean, Bay or harbor areas and on race courses throughout the event

nH-7 Require that waste water from toilets/tanks used in event boats is pumped out and treated according to required health and safety regulations

nH-8 Retain and pump-out onshore all gray or black water produced on event boats

nH-9  Advise racing team and hospitality boats about onshore services such as pump-out facilities

nH-10 Support a spill-free event for event boats – prevent all oil and chemicals from entering the marine environment

nH-11 Require that all race, TV and chartered event vessels carry oil spill kits, and ensure boat drivers are trained on a protocol in the event of a spill

nH-12 Reduce noise impacts during events, such as noise associated with use of generators, public address systems, motor vehicles and/or amplified 
music

nH-13 Support efforts to prevent the import of aquatic invasive species into or out of the San Francisco Bay’s marine environment from spectator boats 

nH-14 Avoid collisions between chase boats or helicopters and wildlife

nH-15 Adopt integrated pest management, where applicable

nH-16 Frequently inspect for, and immediately address, oil leaks on event-related boats and aircraft

nH-17 Prohibit balloons at controlled event venues in order to prevent marine debris and litter and protect wildlife

nH-18 Include habitat and wildlife protection in any official event programs developed for large yachts or other spectator boats

nH-19 Utilize a transportation network that promotes viewing events designed to accommodate large crowds and avoids natural habitat and wildlife

nH-20 Promote a compact and efficient multi-modal transportation network that minimizes the use of land

nH-21 Work with delivery partners to protect natural habitats by promoting transportation networks that direct spectators to select view sites de-
signed to sustainably accommodate large numbers of people

nH-22 Provide appropriate fencing, monitors and buffer areas consistent with regulatory requirements to protect sensitive habitat, wildlife and cultural 
resources in public parks

nH-23 Comply with SF Standards for Bird-Safe Buildings, as relevant

nH-24 Conduct, or continue, a marine restoration project along the Bay shoreline

432013 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

natural habitat & wildlife 

goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met
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impaCtS	and	mitigation	

Environmental review (CEQA and NEPA) of the 34th America’s Cup identified activities, products and services that had the potential for adverse impacts on 
biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside of protected areas. CEQA and NEPA analyses14 described and mapped the location and 
size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas. These areas include Alcatraz Island and 
Crissy Field.

To reduce or eliminate potentially negative environmental impacts, the various organizations responsible for delivering different aspects of the event implemented a 
suite of mitigation measures, management actions, and protective measures, including:

• Pile driving noise reduction for protection of fish and marine mammals;

• Floating dock night lighting;

• Visiting mariners information;

• Restrictions on low-flying aircraft; 

• Invasive marine species control;

•  Protection of sensitive areas for mission blue butterfly; 

•  Protection of listed or other special status plant areas;

•  Protection of the Crissy Beach and Crissy Field Wildlife Protection Area (WPA);

•  Protection of the offshore portion of the WPA (creating of a 100-yard offshore buffer);

•  Restrictions on fireworks and night lighting;

•  Signage at sensitive natural community areas;

•  “No Spectator Zone” on Yerba Buena Island;

•  Signage at wetland sites;

•  Restrictions on spectator craft within racecourse boundaries;

•  Offshore buffers for breeding birds and snowy plover;

•  Protection for breeding birds and bat roosts on piers and associated structures;

•  Marine buffer for Alcatraz Island;

•  Bird sensitive night-lighting;

•  Bird-building collision avoidance;

•  The creation of a National Parks and Events Operations Plan;

•  Protection of marine species from vessel traffic and aircraft; and,

•  Best management practices for water-based construction.

Implementation of these actions was required by CEQA and NEPA, and served as a foundation for sustainable planning and event management. However, ACEA 
went above and beyond these required measures, implementing additional programs and activities to protect habitats, protect wildlife, and reduce impacts to water, 
soil, and air quality.

ceQa & nepa

14. All CEQA documents are available on the City’s Planning Department website at http://www.sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=1828, and the NEPA EA is available at http://www.americascupnepa.org/. 
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Natural habitats were protected and supported during all phases of the 34TH America’s Cup. ACEA and ACRM worked with numerous partners including the San 
Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC), San Francisco Department of Parks and Recreation, the Port of San Francisco, the U.S. Coast 
Guard and others to design venues that would maximize public access to events while minimizing potential impacts to habitats and wildlife. 

Sensitive habitats were protected through a variety of measures targeting both off-shore and on-shore resources. The 34TH America’s Cup events provided ideal 
opportunities for boater outreach to encourage sustainable boating practices. In July 2012, the Port of San Francisco, ACEA and ACRM, in conjunction with the 
Regional Water Quality Control Board and the California Department of Boating and Waterways, published a 34TH America’s Cup Boater Guide to San Francisco 
Bay (BIG), which included a San Francisco Bay Area Clean Boating Map. The Clean Boating Map listed locations of pollution prevention services (used oil collection, 
sewage and bilge pumpouts, oil absorbent distribution and collection, and marine battery collection), and designated clean marinas, eel grass locations, and marine 
protected areas. The BIG provided detailed information on how and where to properly dispose of trash and other wastes, and how to prevent the spread of invasive 
species, avoid sensitive habitats and protected areas, and protect marine mammals and seabirds.

In addition to being distributed by the ACEA at booths and on the water to spectators at both the 2012 and 2013 America’s Cup events, these materials were 
published in Latitude 38 (distribution of 40,000 up and down the California Coast and an online viewer presence of approximately 10,000 per month), on a 
continuing basis at the Pier 23 Americas Cup public offices, to hundreds of marinas, boatyards, chandleries, etc. in Northern and Southern California, and to the 
entire California Department of Boating and Waterways mailing lists. 

The America’s Cup Clean Boater Pledge campaign15  provided information to mariners on how to keep San Francisco’s waterways “Clean and Green.” One hundred 
fifty boaters pledged to adopt as many of the following practices as possible, and were able to receive a flag to fly on their vessels:

• Prevent the spread of invasive species by implementing measures to ensure the boat is free of invasive species (additional information on invasive species 
control provided in the BIG).

• Prevent the dumping of any raw sewage or garbage overboard in the Bay or ocean, including plastics, solid, biological¬cal or hazardous wastes, fishing 
line, cans or bottles, cigarette butts, cleaning or maintenance products. Take advantage of shore-side facilities to properly dispose of my trash and recycle 
plastic, glass, metal, and paper.

• Use cleaners that are water-based, biodegradable, phosphate-free and labeled as less toxic (links to less toxic cleaning alternatives were provided to 
participants).

• Prevent pollutants from entering the Bay by performing preventative engine maintenance, using oil absorbents and recycling used oil and filters, and 
disposing of used oil absorbents as hazardous waste at a marina or house¬hold hazardous waste collection center.

• Encourage other boaters to sign the Pledge and learn about clean boating.

On-shore, a transportation network designed specifically for 34TH America’s Cup events accommodated large crowds while avoiding natural habitats and 
wildlife. Event organizers provided appropriate fencing, monitors and buffer areas consistent with regulatory requirements to protect sensitive habitat and 
wildlife in public parks.

habitat conservation

15. The America’s Cup Clean Boater Pledge website is: http://www.americascup.com/en/boater-pledge 
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ACEA sponsored conservation activities throughout 2013, such as beach cleanups and a marine 
restoration project along the Bay shoreline. The America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project increased 
public awareness and understanding of marine protected areas generally. It also generated 
support for the expansion of Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary through a pledge 
drive, and the new network of marine protected areas that have been established pursuant to the 
California Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA).

The America’s Cup Sustainability Credit (“ACSC”) program was created to allow all stakeholders 
(partners, spectators, Teams, etc.) the opportunity to compensate for their own event carbon 
emissions and provide a legacy for San Francisco Bay.  Each ACSC was comprised of a carbon 
credit equivalent to removing one tonne of greenhouse gas emissions from the atmosphere, and 
a cash donation to a restoration project to remove toxic derelict pilings in the San Francisco Bay, 
which will leave a legacy of a cleaner and safer marine environment.

The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and the State Coastal Conservancy partnered with 
ACEA on a critical new environmental restoration project to remove toxic pier pilings from San 
Francisco Bay.  These historic wooden pilings were used to build pier and wharf structures, but 
have since been prohibited because they are covered in coal and oil compounds that harm fish 
and other underwater life in San Francisco Bay.  The old piling pieces also create marine debris 
and navigational safety issues for small boaters. The project will restore unique underwater 
habitats in the bay for eelgrass and oysters.

America’s Cup merchandise partners donated proceeds from official America’s Cup apparel and 
America’s Cup Fanwear by PUMA towards America’s Cup Sustainability Credits.

habitat conservation
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Protecting the water quality in San Francisco Bay was an essential component of operating a 
sustainable racing event. To this end, ACEA and ACRM encouraged use of least-toxic products 
and practices to minimize impacts on water, soil, air and wildlife. 

All ACRM event vessels carried oil spill kits, and boat drivers were trained on emergency protocols 
in the event of a spill (none occurred). ACRM boats were cleaned with water and microfiber mitts 
to remove salt water from boats, in lieu of harsh detergents. ACEA required wastewater from 
toilets/tanks used in event boats to be pumped out and treated according to health and safety 
regulations and was pumped out and not discharged in the water.

The Boater Outreach Program also provided visiting boaters with information about cleaning 
product recommendations, pollution and spill prevention strategies, and sewage and garbage 
prevention measures.

water Quality
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The actions described under Habitat Conservation above served to protect wildlife in the vicinity 
of 34TH America’s Cup events. However, ACEA and its partners undertook numerous other 
programs and actions to further prevent disturbance to local wildlife. 

Of primary importance was keeping litter out of the Bay and other sensitive habitats, to prevent 
harm to local wildlife. The Healthy Ocean Project, with the support of the Sea Scavenger 
Conservancy, hosted 24 beach cleanups, resulting in the removal of over 18,000 pounds of 
garbage from local beaches and natural marine environments along the Bay shore. In addition, 
items particularly damaging to local wildlife such as plastic bottles and balloons were prohibited 
at event venues in order to prevent marine debris and litter and protect wildlife.  Information on 
habitat and wildlife protection was provided in official event programs developed for spectator 
boats and superyachts, including a Boater Outreach Program and Pledge Campaign, and a 
Superyacht Sustainability Program.

The 34TH America’s Cup also served as a platform to inform the public of the importance 
of consuming seafood that has been sustainably harvested. Per guidelines provided in the 
Sustainable Food Framework, ACEA’s master caterer made every effort to choose seafood 
certified by the Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch® Best Choice List.16  Over 70 percent 
of all seafood served at 34TH America’s Cup events was rated as ‘best’ choice and 100 percent 
was rated either ‘good’ or ‘best’ choice. The Healthy Ocean Project increased public awareness 
and understanding of what sustainable seafood means and how to find it, encouraging everyone 
who eats seafood to choose wisely for the sake of the ocean and their own health. The Healthy 
Ocean Project worked with the Monterey Bay Aquarium, Aquarium of the Bay, the Golden Gate 
Restaurant Association and local restaurants in the Bay Area to help make sustainable seafood 
choices easier. For the 55 days of racing in the summer of 2013, we hosted the Restaurant 
Challenge, asking local restaurants to partner with us in our awareness campaign by marking the 
sustainable seafood choices on their menus. Restaurants from throughout the greater Bay Area 
partnered with us, committing to serve sustainable seafood options.

ACEA created a Superyacht Sustainability Program in order to further engage with superyacht 
Captains and crews participating in the 34TH America’s Cup. As part of this program, ACEA 
engaged participating superyacht crews in embedding sustainability into operations by adopting 
zero waste management practices, avoiding the use of any single use plastics, avoiding and 
reducing energy use and associated air emissions, sourcing local, sustainable and healthy food, 
minimizing water use, and using only non-toxic cleaning products. ACEA provided guidance on 
how to fulfill each of these best management practices, and provided participating Captains with 
a flag to fly on their yachts, signifying their commitment to sustainability.  One quarter of the 
superyachts berthed at AC Park participated in the program. 

wildlife

16.  Information on the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch Program can be found at:  

http://www.montereybayaquarium.org/cr/seafoodwatch.aspx
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inclusion
objeCtive: Provide an inclusive and welcoming 
experience for event spectators and the event 
workforce, and maximize legacy benefits for the  
City’s residents and businesses.
The 34TH America’s Cup was an inclusive and accessible event that showcased the Bay Area’s 
diversity, businesses and innovation, natural environment, thought leadership and strong sense of 
community. ACEA and event delivery partners fostered partnerships with local organizations and 
businesses to maximize the opportunities for all to be involved in the event and deliver lasting 
community benefits. 

One of the major components of the 34TH America’s Cup was bringing the racing to the people 
through a near-shore racecourse to enhance on-shore viewing opportunities, and free access to 
America’s Cup venues.
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inclusion

strategy description performance

i-1 Encourage and provide a mechanism for stakeholder participation during event planning

i-2 Comply with Federal, State and local requirements for providing employment opportunities

i-3 Draw from the knowledge and skills of a local event workforce

i-4 Provide an accessible America’s Cup event for people of various abilities

i-5 Foster a local and diverse event workforce and supply chain

i-6 Provide physically accessible event venues

i-7 Include qualified individuals on venue design teams to ensure accessibility issues are addressed

i-8 Invite feedback on event venue access from relevant individuals or local organizations

i-9 Work with transportation providers to provide multi-modal access for the event workforce and event spectators

i-10 Develop an online platform to source event procurement opportunities

i-11 Utilize local and diverse businesses for event preparation and delivery and foster local economic development

i-12 Require ethical business transactions, equity in hiring and sourcing, and a fair wage as required by law

i-13 Evaluate workforce and supplier candidates using objective criteria

i-14 Create opportunities to involve the City’s children, youth and families, including sailing related programs and activities and event-based experiential 
learning opportunities

i-15 Provide learning opportunities and internships for the City’s youth during the preparation and delivery phase of the event

i-16 Support the SFMTA’s commitments to ensure that transportation is not a barrier to full enjoyment and participation in the events 

i-17 Allow event spectators to access the internet from event venues to promote unrivaled access to event information 

aspiration Investigate opportunities to develop and deliver training opportunities for the hospitality sector, event volunteers and sport event management 
professionals and students

goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met
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The 34TH America’s Cup was the most accessible America’s Cup to date, as it represented the 
first time in the event’s history that the event was held in close proximity to an urban waterfront. 
The San Francisco Bay shoreline provided free and accessible waterfront viewing opportunities 
of live racing events at close range. This increased the general public’s access to the event and 
expanded the appeal of the sport of sailing to the general public.  America’s Cup venues included 
free Wi-Fi access to the internet.  

America’s Cup Television coverage was revolutionized through new graphics technology (AC 
Liveline), providing real time graphics embedded in the live broadcast from a helicopter following 
the race.  The race yachts carried a sophisticated tracking and telemetry system and military 
grade GPS tracked the boats accurately to 2cm.  Enhanced on-board footage through cameras 
and on-board microphones, as well as informed and commentary, made race viewing simple and 
exciting for spectators both at the venue and in remote locations. Similarly, the online offering 
took advantage of the very latest technologies the web has to offer, and spectators were able to 
download the America’s Cup mobile apps showing the latest news, results, videos and schedules.

ACEA worked hard to create centers of activity for the 34TH America’s Cup by improving the 
existing resources of the Embarcadero and the San Francisco waterfront, to establish a cohesive 
sense of place and identity for visitors, racing teams, and spectators of the events. These 
improvements enhanced the landside viewing opportunities and provided facilities for  
spectator vessels. 

ACEA’s Construction Manager worked with venue design teams to ensure that accessibility 
issues were addressed, and that all venues were ADA-compliant. Video screens at event venues 
used sound, pictures, and words to provide an accessible event for people of various abilities. 
Even food options were monitored to ensure that food vendors provided a variety of choices for 
varying diets and preferences, including vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free offerings. 

Public access was augmented by close coordination with local transportation providers that 
ensured multi-modal access for the event workforce and event spectators, through safe walking, 
biking and transit options. ACEA and the City also implemented a communications plan to 
enable residents, workers, visitors and race management entities to incorporate transit options 
and the other event transportation strategies into their plans and travel arrangements. Event 
Ambassadors were in key locations in San Francisco, such as transit hubs, as well as at event 
venues to help spectators navigate the City and to event venues.

For spectators who couldn’t attend events in person, ACEA and YouTube partnered to livestream 
America’s Cup racing events online. Each race boat had on board cameras and each athlete 
was microphoned. Combining the world-class content developed by the in-house America’s 
Cup Television (“ACTV”) and Technology teams with YouTube’s powerful media platform and 
livestreaming capabilities, the online partnership provided event access to people at home like 
never before. 

accessibility
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It was very important to the legacy of the America’s Cup that the event provided ample opportunities to involve the City’s children, youth and families. In 
consultation with the City’s Department of Children, Youth and Their Families (DCYF), ACEA created a Youth Involvement Plan that outlined activities aimed at 
incorporating and supporting sailing related programs, and provided outreach through the School District and the City’s existing programs. Activities also included 
internships for young people, inclusive spaces for children and families at the event venue (such as the Kid’s Zone at AC Park), and learning spaces with experiential 
and project-based learning (such as Flying on Water experiential zone at AC Park and the Center of Sailing at both AC Park and AC Village). 

Among our successful youth outreach efforts was the National Geographic Photo Camp. In early 2013, the America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project joined forces with 
National Geographic, the Full Circle Fund, and Restore the Delta on a local project to educate at-risk Bay Area students on the importance and fragility of the Delta 
and the San Francisco Bay. National Geographic photographers and editors guided 20 students from San Francisco and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta region 
of California on a journey from the Delta to San Francisco Bay. While learning how to use cameras from National Geographic mentors, the students also learned a 
curriculum, which incorporated America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project themes through dynamic field trips and lectures from world-renowned ocean experts such 
as National Geographic Explorer-in-Residence, Dr. Sylvia Earle. The goal was to provide a global context for environmental literacy and water, as well as lessons 
focused on the Delta watershed through experience-based learning. The students used photography to document their journey from start to finish, including trips 
to see ORACLE Team USA’s base at Pier 80 and a beach cleanup at Treasure Island. Taking over 31,000 photographs in four days, the students created a final 
presentation documenting their story through photography, which was featured in the America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project exhibition at AC Village in the summer 
of 2013.

ACEA provided mechanisms for stakeholder participation during event planning, and invited feedback on event venue access from relevant individuals and local 
organizations. The America’s Cup Bay Area Regional Marketing Campaign was launched in the fall of 2011 to provide access points for the public to connect with the 
event, depending on their areas of interest (sports, technology, entertainment, environment, etc.). ACEA wanted to create an authentic platform and outlet for Bay 
Area residents to share their fears, aspirations, questions and concerns around the 34th America’s Cup, and asked residents to ‘Join the Conversation’ by sharing 
their views. An official America’s Cup fan club was also launched (The Crew), which drew thousands of fans in the first two months, and a total membership of 
21,000 over the course of all events.

All in all, ACEA held hundreds of public meetings and events to encourage event participation, ranging from hearings on the CEQA and NEPA environmental review 
processes, to ‘Art in the Park’ for local artists to fan out along the waterfront to paint landscape images of America’s Cup on the San Francisco Bay. Community 
engagement efforts included over 200 stakeholder presentations given by the Office of Economic and Workforce Development to local state, or federal public 
safety, transportation, or communications partners (e.g., SF Police Department, California Highway Patrol, the United States Coast Guard, San Francisco Fire 
Department, etc.), and almost 100 groups and individuals, including but not limited to the following:

• Union Square Business Improvement District

• San Francisco Board of Supervisors

• Northeast Waterfront Advisory Group

• Regional Transit Operators

• Fisherman’s Wharf Community Benefit District

• America’s Cup Environmental Council

• Marina Merchants Association

• Rincon Hill Neighborhood Association

• San Francisco Bicycle Coalition

• Telegraph Hill Dwellers

• Walk San Francisco

• Academy of Art

• Exploratorium

• Asian Art Museum

• Oakland Rotary Club

• California Air Resources Board

• San Francisco African American Chamber of Commerce

public outreach
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The 34TH America’s Cup provided a variety of community benefits for residents and businesses of 
San Francisco, as well as visitors to the entire Bay Area. 

The City and ACEA, in consultation with the San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce 
Development, the Human Rights Commission and other relevant City agencies, jointly prepared 
the Workforce Development and Local Small Business Inclusion Plan. This Plan described local 
hiring opportunities for certain required event-related infrastructure improvements, event staging, 
and other event-related activities in San Francisco. It included specific goals for hiring local 
residents, employment opportunities and supporting local businesses. 

The 34TH America’s Cup provided learning opportunities and paid internships for the City’s youth 
during the preparation and delivery phase of the event via an internship program and a volunteer 
program. ACEA engaged approximately 40 local interns during the summer of 2013 in event-
related jobs in the areas such as event production, hospitality, media operations, entertainment 
management, park stewardship, and other event-related work. 

The Senior Management team for ACEA and ACRM was established in 2010, prior to the selection 
of the City and County of San Francisco as the Host City for the 34TH America’s Cup. The 
procedure used to hire full-time staff included a partnership with the City of San Francisco to 
source local qualified candidates through local networks.  

public outreach
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engagement
objeCtive: Raise sustainability awareness, foster 
sustainable lifestyles.
Major sporting events such as the America’s Cup provide an opportunity to engage with a variety 
of constituent groups, such as event staff, media, athletes and the general public. ACEA sought 
to foster sustainable behavior and sustainable lifestyles through education and awareness-
raising activities before and during the event.  Engagement strategies were created to promote 
sustainability awareness and to foster pro-environmental behavior in a variety of areas, including 
travel, marine protection, and zero waste.  Moreover, ACEA worked hard to make learning about 
sustainability a positive experience, providing educational materials in a variety of interactive 
formats and challenging everyone to see how sustainability fits into their own lives. We hope that 
the public engagement and information provided by the 34TH America’s Cup will leave a lasting 
and positive legacy on local residents and the natural environment, but this can only be measured 
over time.
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engagement
strategy description performance

e-1 Develop an overall awareness and engagement strategy for the America’s Cup that identifies target audiences and strategies aimed at fostering 
pro-environmental behavior (such as encouraging spectators to walk, cycle or ride public transportation to the event venues)

e-2 Raise environmental awareness among spectators and viewers.

e-3 Provide a positive visitor experience to promote learning about sustainability

e-4 Utilize the sport of sailing as a platform to promote and inspire sustainable lifestyles

e-5 Support the development of incentives for spectators to take sustainable actions during the events

e-6 Raise awareness and public literacy about the natural heritage of the Bay – incorporate ocean, bay and coastal educational programming into event 
activities

e-7 Encourage event stakeholders (e.g., media, partners, spectators, teams, etc.) to adopt a carbon neutral intention and purchase the America’s Cup 
Sustainability Credit (ACSC) product to offset their unavoidable greenhouse gas emissions

e-8 Include sustainability features and educational segments in broadcasts and event communications

e-9 Provide clear and easy to use maps and event schedules, with advice about sustainable transportation choices to get to the America’s Cup events

e-10 Support agencies and local partners in the development of a strategy to educate visiting boaters about how to participate in sustainable practices 
before, during and after the event

e-11 Educate the event workforce and teams about the importance of consuming only sustainable sea life and reducing their potential environmental 
impact

e-12 Encourage sponsors, suppliers and the media to promote sustainability through their event activities

e-13 Provide multilingual versions of informational material

e-14 Incorporate sustainability topics into 34TH America's Cup social media channels

e-15 Create a program of stakeholder outreach to provide event information and solicit feedback

e-16 Provide sustainable event management training to the event workforce

aspiration Work with the City to locally promote the purchase and consumption of sustainable food, including to local residents and restaurants

goal	not	met	or	not	appliCablegoal	met goal	partially	met
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From the food we served, to how we transported staff and spectators, to promoting waste 
reduction and carbon neutrality, all of our choices sought to educate staff and the public on how 
we created a sustainable event, and more importantly how individuals can incorporate similar 
strategies into their personal lifestyle decisions. 

ACEA worked closely with our master caterer and Healthy Ocean Project partners promote the 
consumption of local, sustainable food and seafood to spectators, residents and local restaurants. 
The 34TH America’s Cup Sustainable Food Framework and the Healthy Ocean Project Restaurant 
Challenge discussed in the Natural Habitats and Wildlife theme focused on using the food offered 
at 34TH America’s Cup events to raise sustainability awareness. 

The Energy and Emissions theme discusses the People Plan and the associated improvements to 
San Francisco’s public transportation and bicycle systems for the America’s Cup. The planning 
and implementation of the transportation plan (as reflected in the People Plan) will continue to 
serve as a model for effectively and efficiently managing the transportation system to the benefit 
of participants, visitors and residents.  ACEA and SFMTA provided clear and easy to use maps 
and event schedules, with advice about sustainable transportation choices to get to the 34TH 
America’s Cup events. Inserts in the San Francisco Chronicle provided a schedule of events and 
maps showing transit options. 

ACEA encouraged event stakeholders (e.g., partners and racing teams) to adopt a carbon 
neutral intention and purchase the America’s Cup Sustainability Credit (ACSC) product to 
offset unavoidable GHG emissions (see Energy and Emissions theme).  ACEA and ACRM 
acquired carbon credits to compensate for all of the event emissions for which we were directly 
responsible through our partner Offsetters. 

fostering sustainable lifestyles
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ACEA sought to raise awareness and public literacy about the natural heritage of the Bay by 
incorporating marine educational programming into event activities. In addition to the Boater 
Outreach efforts and the Superyacht Sustainability Program described earlier, the America’s Cup 
Healthy Ocean Project was the keystone of our sustainability commitment to fostering  
ocean conservation. 

The America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project was a global “call to action” campaign developed to 
embrace the connection between sailing and the ocean, and as a means to engage spectators 
around protecting and restoring our ocean. The overall goal of the Healthy Ocean Project was to 
create awareness around the problems that face the ocean, and inspire individual action around 
the solutions that exist. It aimed to inspire people around the world to take action to improve 
ocean health in three core areas:

• Supporting marine protected areas

• Reducing the amount of trash, specifically singe use plastic, that is deposited into  
the ocean

• Choosing sustainable seafood

healthy ocean project partners

• Dr. Sylvia Earle  - Global Ambassador

• Sylvia Earle Alliance: Mission Blue

• IUCN

• OceanElders

• One World One Ocean

• Sailors for the Sea

• Aquarium of the Bay

• The Marine Mammal Center

• Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary

• Monterey Bay Aquarium

• Save the Bay

healthy ocean project
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To help us achieve our vision, ACEA and a coalition of global and local partners of world-renowned ocean conservationists and marine scientists donated their  
time and talents to support the campaign. Many Healthy Ocean Project activities were held to raise awareness and engage with people, some of which are 
highlighted below:

• beach clean-ups: Partnering with our Healthy Ocean Project Partners, as well as the Sea Scavenger Conservancy, hundreds of volunteers from the America’s 
Cup teams, commercial partners, and the community removed over 18,000 pounds of debris from the marine environment through 24 beach cleanups. 

• film and lecture series: An ongoing Film and Lecture Series was held that delved deep into the issues that affect the marine environment and appeal to a 
variety of audiences. Events drew crowds of 100 to 300 people, and were held at various locations in San Francisco. Some of our lectures included:

• Surfing Film Event with Grant Washburn, nationally known big wave surfer;
• Ridding the Ocean of Plastics, Jean-Michel Cousteau and other speakers;
• Saving the Ocean – Focus on Marine Protected Areas – Dr. Sylvia Earle;
• SHARKS: Why we fear them and why we need them: The case for global conservation, John McCosker, Kip Evans, and other nationally known  

shark experts;
• Sink or Swim as Bay Waters Rise: A Discussion with Peter Gleick, Michael McCormick, Larry Goldzband, and Marc Holmes;
• Author David Helvarg Discusses His New Book: On the Golden Shore;
• An Evening with Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage, Co-Hosts of Mythbusters.

• healthy oceans project exhibit: Located in the America’s Cup Village on Marina Green, the Healthy Ocean Project exhibit included artifacts relevant to 
each theme, multiple video screens for dynamic film and video content, a pledge station with interactive tablets, and a photo booth to engage spectators in 
making a personal pledge of action to benefit the marine environment. The exhibit was also featured at our America’s Cup World Series events in San Francisco 
in August and October of 2012, as well as many other events in which the America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project has participated, such as: Strictly Sail in Oakland, 
the Port of San Francisco’s 150th Anniversary, and multiple events at the California Academy of Sciences. 

• pledge blue campaign:  The Healthy Ocean Project launched the “Pledge Blue” campaign to engage the public to think about actions each person can 
take to support a healthy marine environment.  The goal was to get our audience to pledge to change one behavior – big or small – that benefits the ocean. 
We engaged thousands of people, from the Bay Area and over 30 countries, who took the pledge online or at the event itself. The idea was that changing one 
behavior adds to a lifetime of change.  Pledges ranged from buying fuel-efficient cars, to saying “no” to plastic straws, to making sustainable choices when 
buying seafood. 

• pledge video:  To launch the Pledge Blue campaign, ACEA spent a day asking sailors from each of the racing teams the questions “Why help the ocean?” and 
“What is your pledge?” ACEA produced a 3-minute video of America’s Cup sailors and their own pledges, accessible on the 34TH America’s Cup website at http://
www.americascup.com/en/healthy-ocean-project/pledge-blue.

• national geographic photo camp: In early 2013, the America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project joined forces with National Geographic Mission Programs, the 
Full Circle Fund, and Restore the Delta on a local project to educate at-risk Bay area students on the importance and fragility of the Delta and the San Francisco 
Bay. National Geographic photographers and editors guided 20 students from San Francisco and the Sacramento- San Joaquin Delta region of California on 
a journey from the Delta to San Francisco Bay. While learning how to use cameras from National Geographic mentors, the students also learned a curriculum, 
which incorporated America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project themes through dynamic field trips and lectures from world-renown ocean experts such as National 
Geographic Explorer-in-Residence, Dr. Sylvia Earle. Our goal was to provide a global context for environmental literacy and water, as well as lessons focused on 
the Delta watershed through experience-based learning. The students used photography to document their journey from start to finish – including trips to see 
Oracle Team USA’s base at Pier 80 and beach clean up at Treasure Island, taking over 31,000 photographs in four days. The students created a final presentation 
documenting their story through photography, which was featured in the America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project exhibition at AC Village.

healthy ocean project
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Official Partners of the 34TH America’s Cup were encouraged to adopt sustainable behaviors 
and engage with spectators. Several partners embraced this invitation, taking steps to promote 
sustainability and sustainable lifestyles.  Listed below are just a few highlights of partner 
engagement:

• Kaiser permanente, the Official Healthcare and Medical-Services Provider, promoted 
both community and personal health-engagement activities at America’s Cup venues.  
The ‘Everybody Walk’ campaign encouraged people to exercise through walking to 
improve health.  Exhibits at venues showcased digital ways to measure fitness, and 
education about tools to support active lifestyles.  Kaiser’s sustainability video ran 
throughout the venue educating spectators on the company’s sustainability objectives 
and ways of working.

• sailors for the sea, the Official Clean Regattas Partner, supports Clean Regattas 
best-management practices. The Sailors for the Sea Clean Regattas program provides 
independent, third-party verification that a yacht club, sailing program, or regatta is 
environmentally responsible, and is doing its utmost to protect the waters upon which 
people sail.  ACEA committed to the Clean Regattas program for all regatta activities.  
Sailors for the Sea staff supported ACEA in its efforts to implement best management 
practices.

• lexus, the Official Car and Sustainability Partner, provided an event fleet of hybrid 
vehicles, which reduced event fuel use and associated air emissions.  In addition, the 
Lexus on site activation display at AC Park showcased sustainability in a fun and creative 
manner.  A wind turbine powered a mobile device charging station and an interactive 
exhibit where spectators step on pads that generate energy from their footsteps.  Hybrid 
vehicles were on display at both America’s Cup spectator venues.

• offsetters, the Official Carbon Credit Supplier, is providing a portfolio of high-
quality carbon credits that strongly links to marine benefits and to the sport of sailing 
to compensate for the unavoidable emissions owned by the event organizers. The 
2013 America’s Cup Summer of Racing in San Francisco is carbon neutral thanks to the 
partnership with Offsetters, who also managed the America’s Cup Sustainability Credit 
program. 

• Klean Kanteen, the Official Water Hydration Solution and Sustainability Supplier, 
provided commemorative refillable water bottles for staff and volunteers, and free water 
stations serving local tap water to spectators at event venues. 

• puma, the Official Sportswear Partner, showcased innovative sustainable products and 
programs, such as the Clever Little Hanger – an apparel hanger made of cardboard 
instead of plastic – and sustainable initiatives such as the polybag recycling program.

• napa valley vintners, the Official Wine Region, promoted sustainable wineries 
through the Napa Green Land and Napa Green Winery programs and a display in the 
Napa Wine Lounge at AC Park.

official partner engagement
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The ACEA and the SFMTA collectively forged a partnership to ensure the safe and efficient use 
of sustainable transportation in San Francisco during the 34TH America’s Cup.  The People Plan,17 
developed by the SFMTA in partnership with ACEA, laid out a transportation scheme to facilitate 
the movement of thousands of people on any day to and from the America’s Cup events, 
under the four guiding principles of resource efficiency, environmental sustainability, strategic 
adaptability and a positive legacy for the future.

ACEA and SFMTA created and disseminated resources widely to facilitate easy access to 
America’s Cup venues, such as specific transportation brochures, maps, and mobile phone 
applications.  The America’s Cup website contained information on how to get to venues and 
encouraged walking/cycling/transit options. The event transportation website (www.511.org/
americascup) served as a one-stop source of transportation planning for all America’s Cup 
events, providing information on where to watch, when to go, how to get there, and real-time 
public transit information. Event Ambassadors (volunteers in bright red shirts) were stationed 
around the City and near event venues to help spectators with travel.  Signage also helped guide 
spectators along main corridors to event venues.  

sustainable travel

17.  The People Plan and related updates are available on the San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce Development website at:  

http://oewd.org/ACSF.aspx
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community engagement
ACEA actively engaged with young people, San Francisco Bay Area residents and sailing 
organizations to promote topics such as the history of the America’s Cup, learn to sail programs, 
marine education and journalism.  A full suite of community engagement events and programs 
were held in the lead up to the America’s Cup, such as:

• Participation in Strictly Sail – a four-day event held in April 2013 to provide youth sailing 
activities to disadvantaged youth.  

• Cupdates – an Speaker’s Bureau sending America’s Cup speakers to public events and 
meetings in and around San Francisco to raise awareness of the 34TH America’s Cup and 
also communicating the importance of delivering a sustainable event.  Cupdates reached 
an estimated 13,000 people, with 50 people on average at each event.

• Support for the National High School Journalism Conference.

• Summer Sailstice held on June 22, 2013, where America’s Cup engaged with participants 
about the Healthy Ocean Project and the America’s Cup.

• AC Open – a series of events held at AC Village to engage and enable the Public and 
Media to discover first-hand the very diverse range of water sports the Bay Area has to 
offer. ACEA partnered with The Bay Area Yacht Clubs Alliance (BAYCA), an association of 
11 yacht clubs, and 8,000+ active members, and 12 one-design Class Associations to bring 
sailing events to the Marina Green shore front.  The Bay Area Association of Disabled 
Sailors (BAADS) held a number of events.

• Kaiser Permanente’s Youth Days at AC Park – About 250 youths aged 8 to 10 years old 
were treated to action-packed days in the AC Park. In keeping with Kaiser’s values, the 
key message of the day was promoting a healthy lifestyle. 



profile		
diSCloSure

deSCription reporting		
level

CroSS-referenCe	SeCtion	/		
page	referenCe

1. Strategy	and	analySiS 	

1.1 Statement	from	the	most	senior	decision	maker	of	the	organization	(e.g.,	Ceo,	chair,	or	equivalent	senior	position)	about	the	
relevance	of	sustainability	to	the	organization	and	its	strategy.

	Sr-2013:	page	7

2. 	organizational	profile 	

2.1 name	of	the	organization. Sr-2013:	page	12	

2.2 primary	events,	brands,	products,	and/or	services. Sr-2013:	page	12

2.3 operational	structure	of	the	organization,	including	main	divisions,	operating	companies,	subsidiaries,	and	joint	ventures. Sr-2013:	page	12

2.4 location	of	organization’s	headquarters. Sr-2013:	page	12

2.5 number	of	countries	where	the	organization	operates,	and	names	of	countries	with	either	major	operations	or	that	are	specifi-
cally	relevant	to	the	sustainability	issues	covered	in	the	report.

Sr-2013:	page	12

2.6 nature	of	ownership	and	legal	form. Sr-2013:	page	12

2.7 markets	served	(including	geographic	breakdown,	sectors	served,	and	types	of	customers/beneficiaries). Sr-2013:	page	12,16,17

2.8 Scale	of	the	reporting	organization. Sr-2013:	page	10-12

2.9 Significant	changes	during	the	reporting	period	regarding	size,	structure,	or	ownership. n/a

2.10 awards	received	in	the	reporting	period. Sr-2013:	page	20
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appendix a 
global reporting initiative (gri) content index

The 34TH America’s Cup Sustainability Report was prepared based on internationally recognized sustainability reporting guidelines and KPIs developed by the 
Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines & Event Organizers Sector Supplement, Version 3.1/EOSS Final Version. The 34th America’s 
Cup Sustainability Report, which is self reported, is consistent with the requirements of Level C reporting, as documented in Table A-1 below. 

This Report is the final in a series of sustainability-related documents for the 34TH America’s Cup, including a 2011 Sustainability Summary document, a 2012 
Sustainability Plan, a 2013 Carbon Footprint Reports. In addition, numerous standalone smaller reports, case studies, research summaries and other documents were 
prepared pertaining to America’s Cup events, and are available on the America’s Cup website.

Table A-1 below provides an index identifying the GRI required reporting components. Each component is reported on to varying degrees in the 34TH America’s 
Cup Sustainability Report (SR-2013), 2012 Sustainability Plan (SP-2012), and/or Carbon Footprint Report (CFR). The table identifies the level of reporting, and the 
location of the reporting discussion, including page number.

did	not	report	/	not	appliCablefully	reportedsr-2013	|	SuStainability	report cfr	|	Carbon	footprint	report partially	reported
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diSCloSure

deSCription reporting	
level

CroSS-referenCe		
SeCtion	/		

page	referenCe

3.	 	report	parameterS 	

3.1 reporting	period	(e.g.,	fiscal/calendar	year)	for	information	provided. Sr-2013:	page	15

3.2 date	of	most	recent	previous	report	(if	any). Sr-2013:	page	15

3.3 reporting	cycle	(annual,	biennial,	etc.) Sr-2013:	page	15

3.4 Contact	point	for	questions	regarding	the	report	or	its	contents. Sr-2013:	page	5

3.5 process	for	determining	content Sr-2013:	page	13-17

3.6 boundary	of	the	report	and	whether	it	covers	planning	and	delivery,	and	the	activities	of	partners,	participants	who	are	content	providers,	
attendees	and	sponsors.

Sr-2013:	page	15

3.7 State	any	specific	limitations	on	the	scope	or	boundary	of	the	report. Sr-2013:	page	15

3.8 basis	for	reporting	on	joint	ventures,	subsidiaries,	leased	facilities,	outsourced	operations,	and	other	entities	that	can	significantly	affect	
comparability	from	period	to	period	and/or	between	organizations.

Cfr:	page	5-8

3.10 explanation	of	the	effect	of	any	re-statements	of	information	provided	in	earlier	reports,	and	the	reasons	for	such	re-statement. n/a	

3.11 Significant	changes	from	previous	reporting	periods	in	the	scope,	boundary,	or	measurement	methods	applied	in	the	report. Cfr:	page	n/a

3.12 table	identifying	the	location	of	the	Standard	disclosures	in	the	report Sr-2013:	page	62-64

4.	 	governanCe,	CommitmentS	and	engagement 	

4.1 governance	structure	of	the	organization,	including	committees	under	the	highest	governance	body	responsible	for	specific	tasks,	such	as	
setting	strategy	or	organizational	oversight.

Sr-2013:	page	12,17

4.2 indicate	whether	the	Chair	of	the	highest	governance	body	is	also	an	executive	officer	(and,	if	so,	their	function	within	the	organiza-
tion’s	management	and	the	reasons	for	this	arrangement).

Sr-2013:	page	12

4.3 for	organizations	that	have	a	unitary	board	structure,	state	the	number	and	gender	of	members	of	the	highest	governance	body	that	
are	independent	and/or	non-executive	members.

n/a

4.4 mechanisms	for	shareholders	and	employees	to	provide	recommendations	or	direction	to	the	highest	governance	body. Sr-2013:	page	12,17

4.14 list	of	stakeholder	groups	engaged	by	the	organization. Sr-2013:	page16,17

4.15 basis	for	identification	and	selection	of	stakeholders	with	whom	to	engage. Sr-2013:	page	15-17
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appendix a 
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profile  
disclosure

description reporting 
level

cross-reference  
section /  

page reference

	Key	performanCe	indiCatorS 	

eC6 policy,	practices,	and	proportion	of	spending	on	locally	based	suppliers	at	significant	locations	of	operation. Sr-2013:	page	15,25,36-
40,72-76

eC7 procedures	for	local	hiring	and	proportion	of	senior	management	hired	from	the	local	community	at	significant	locations	of	operation. Sr-2013:	page	11,52

en3 direct	energy	consumption	by	primary	energy	source. Sr-2013:	page	25

en4 indirect	energy	consumption	by	primary	source. Sr-2013:	page	25	

en5 energy	saved	due	to	conservation	and	efficiency	improvements. Sr-2013:	page	25

en6 initiatives	to	provide	energy	efficient	or	renewable	energy	based	events,	products	and	services,	and	reductions	in	energy	requirements	as	
a	result	of	these	initiatives

Sr-2013:	page	21-27
Cfr	10-12

en11 location	and	size	of	land	owned,	leased,	managed	in,	or	adjacent	to,	protected	areas	of	high	biodiversity	value	outside	protected	areas. Sr-2013:	page	44-48	

en16 total	direct	and	indirect	greenhouse	gas	emissions	by	weight. Cfr:	page	30

en17 other	relevant	indirect	greenhouse	gas	emissions	by	weight. Sr-2013:	page	30

en18 initiatives	to	reduce	greenhouse	gas	emissions	by	weight Sr-2013:	page	26
Cfr:	page	14-15,30

en22 total	weight	of	waste	by	type	and	disposal	method,	and	initiatives	to	manage	waste	and	their	results. Sr-2013:	page	35-36

eo2 modes	of	transport	taken	by	attendees	and	participants,	as	a	percentage	of	total	transportation	and	initiatives	to	encourage	the	use	of	
sustainable	transport	options	(en	section).

Sr-2013:	page	28-30

eo5 type	and	impact	of	initiatives	to	create	a	socially	inclusive	event	(So	section). Sr-2013:	page	49-54

eo6 type	and	impacts	of	initiatives	to	create	an	accessible	environment	(So	section). Sr-2013:	page	51

eo8 percentage	of	and	access	to	food	and	beverage	that	meets	the	organizer’s	policies	or	local,	national	or	international	standards		
(pr	section).

Sr-2013:	page	39-41,	
70-75

eo9 type	and	sustainability	performance	with	respect	to	sourcing	initiatives.	 Sr-2013:	page	37-41

eo11 number,	type	and	impact	of	sustainability	initiatives	designed	to	raise	awareness,	share	knowledge	and	impact	behavior	change	and	
results	achieved.

Sr-2013:	page	54-61

appendix a 
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appendix b 
ceQa and nepa Key impacts, mitigation measures, management actions  
and protection measures
The City of San Francisco prepared the environmental review documents required to comply with CEQA, with support and input from ACEA. The CEQA Draft 
and Final Environmental Impact Reports, approved by the City’s Planning Commission on December 15, 2011, informed the public of the potential environmental 
impacts that could be caused by the 34TH America’s Cup and the associated James R. Herman Cruise Terminal and Northeast Wharf Plaza project. The documents 
also identified regulatory requirements intended to reduce potential environmental impacts, feasible mitigation measures to reduce or avoid those impacts, residual 
impacts still considered “significant,” and possible alternatives to reduce or avoid those significant impacts. All CEQA documents are available on the City’s Planning 
Department website18. 

In a parallel process, and pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA, 42 USC 4332(2)(C)), the National Park Service and the U.S. Coast Guard, in 
cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Presidio Trust, prepared an Environmental Assessment (EA) to analyze the potential effects of the  
34TH America’s Cup sailing races on the lands and waters administered by the federal government, and to identify management actions and protection measures to 
reduce negative environmental impacts. The EA was published in 2012, and documents are available at the America’s Cup NEPA website19. 

Table B-1 summarizes the impacts and effects identified during CEQA and NEPA

Review, mitigation measures (CEQA) and management actions and protection measures (NEPA) required to reduce negative environmental effects, and the  
34TH America’s Cup Sustainability Report themes relating to the impacts and mitigation measures. 

table b-1.
CeQa	and/or	nepa	impaCtS	and	effeCtS mitigation	meaSureS	(CeQa),	and	management	aCtionS		

and	proteCtion	meaSureS	(nepa)
SuStainability	report		

relevant	tHeme(S)

Air Quality: emission of criteria pollutants and precursors that would violate an air quality 
standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation; exposure 
of sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of toxic air contaminants or respirable 
particulate matter (PM2.5); violation of an air quality standard or substantial contribution to 
an existing or projected air quality violation.

Construction vehicle emissions minimization (minimizing idling, maintain 
equipment, emissions standards for diesel trucks); off-road construction equipment 
requirements (emissions standards for engines, fuel requirements); emission 
controls for race-sponsored spectator vessels (engine standards); clean diesel 
engines for temporary power; temporary and long-term shoreside power.

Energy and Emissions; Resource 
Efficiency

Biological Resources - Marine Resources: a substantial adverse effect, either directly or 
through habitat modifications, on marine or estuarine species identified as a candidate, 
sensitive, or special¬status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by 
the California Department of Fish and Game, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, or National 
Marine Fisheries Service; a substantial adverse effect on sensitive marine or estuarine natural 
communities identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations; conflicts with the 
provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan, natural community conservation plan, 
or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan for marine or estuarine 
resources.

Pile driving noise reduction for protection of fish and marine mammals, floating 
dock night lighting, visiting mariners information, restrictions on low-flying aircraft, 
invasive marine species control.

Natural Habitats and Wildlife; 
Engagement

Biological Resources - Upland Biological Resources: a substantial adverse effect, either 
directly or through habitat modifications, on upland species identified as a candidate, 
sensitive, or special¬status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, 
or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; a 
substantial adverse effect on riparian habitat or other sensitive natural upland community 
identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations; a substantial adverse effect on 
federally protected wetlands or navigable waters; a substantial adverse effect on eelgrass 
beds, federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 
(including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, 
hydrological interruption, or other means; interference with the movement of native marine or 
estuarine wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors or 
impedance of the use of native wildlife nursery sites.

Protection of sensitive areas for mission blue butterfly, protection of listed or 
other special status plant areas, protection of the Crissy Beach and Crissy Field 
Wildlife Protection Area (WPA), protection of the offshore portion of the WPA 
(creating of a 100-yard offshore buffer), restrictions on fireworks and night lighting, 
signage at sensitive natural community areas, "No Spectator Zone" on Yerba Buena 
Island, signage at wetland sites, restrictions on spectator craft within racecourse 
boundaries, offshore buffers for breeding birds and snowy plover, protection for 
breeding birds and bat roosts on piers and associated structures, marine buffer for 
Alcatraz, bird sensitive night-lighting, bird-building collision avoidance, National 
Parks and Events Operations Plan, protection of marine species from vessel traffic 
and aircraft buffers, best management practices for water-based construction.

Natural Habitats and Wildlife

18.  San Francisco Planning Department website: http://www.sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=1828

19.  National Environmental Policy Act website: http://www.americascupnepa.org/
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CeQa	and/or	nepa	impaCtS	and	effeCtS mitigation	meaSureS	(CeQa),	and	management	aCtionS		
and	proteCtion	meaSureS	(nepa)

SuStainability	report		

relevant	tHeme(S)

cultural and paleontological resources: a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of a historic resource; a substantial adverse change in the significance of an 
archaeological resource, including shipwrecks; disturbance of human remains, including those 
interred outside of formal cemeteries.

Bulkhead Wharf substructure review process, protection of historic resources due to 
direct and indirect damage, protection of inadvertently discovered buried or submerged 
historic resources, protection of human remains, fencing and signage of sensitive cultural 
areas, access restrictions and capacity limitations, pre- and post-event conditions 
assessment and repair.

Not applicable

geology and soils: exposure of people or structures to substantial adverse effects 
related to ground shaking; the America’s Cup activities could occur on structures that are 
unstable, or that could become unstable as a result of the project.

Site-specific geotechnical investigation, signage and restricted access at structurally 
unsound viewing locations.

Not applicable

hazards and hazardous materials: a substantial adverse effect related to the routine 
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials; a significant hazard to the public or the 
environment as a result of a release of hazardous building materials in structures that would 
be demolished and creosote¬treated pilings and structures that would be removed.

Visiting mariners information, standards for removal of hazardous building materials. Resource Efficiency; Natural 
Habitats and Wildlife; 
Engagement

hydrology and water Quality: violation of water quality standards or waste discharge 
requirements or otherwise substantial degradation of water quality.

Water quality best management practices (includes but not limited to a Spill Prevention 
Control and Countermeasure Plan and a Materials Management Disposal Plan); visiting 
mariners information; invasive marine species control at port facilities; materials 
management and disposal plan; bay sediment sampling and analysis plan; water quality 
sampling.

Natural Habitats and Wildlife; 
Engagement

maritime navigation and safety Non-motorized recreational use zone, San Francisco waterfront transit zone, controlled 
vessel access to Aquatic Park Cove.

Not applicable

noise and vibration: exposure of persons to or generation of excessive ground borne 
vibration or ground-borne noise levels.

Preconstruction assessment to minimize structural pile¬driving vibration impacts on 
adjacent historic buildings and structures and vibration monitoring, noise controls for 
entertainment venues and stationary sources of noise.

Inclusion

recreation: Physical deterioration or degradation of existing parks and recreational 
facilities from increased use.

Protection of recreational resources including identification of recreational resource 
areas of special concern, crowd control, and post-event repair.

Inclusion

transportation and circulation: traffic impacts and congestion at local intersections 
and viewing areas, exceedance of capacity and/or disruption of public transit lines.

Development and implementation of a People Plan to facilitate access by all modes to 
and from the America’s Cup event venues; Traffic Monitoring and Management Program 
including bus priority streets, new bus lanes, bicycle priority streets, and other measures; 
Transit Operating Plan providing additional public transit service to accommodate peak 
transit demands; Public Information Program facilitating access to and from venues and 
spectator viewing areas by all modes, while encouraging the use of transit and alternate 
modes.

Energy and Emissions; 
Resource Efficiency; 
Inclusion; Engagement

visitor use-experience management and protection Educational programming at America’s Cup venues, temporary visitor support activities, 
public safety and emergency response, unique visitor uses of Marine Area, accessibility 
measures to enhance access for persons with disabilities  
and seniors.

Inclusion; Engagement

wind: alteration of wind in a manner that substantially affects public areas Warning signs and/or limiting access on affected locations during hazardous wind events Not applicable

table b-1.
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sailors for the sea clean regattas best management practices

beSt	praCtiCe goal pointS	
available

good waste management  
practices

"viSible	and	Convenient	binS;	

always	in	sets	of	3	(compost/recycling/landfill) 1

Well-signed	bins 1

leave	no	trace	 1

litter	free	Site 1

Waste	training	(recycling,	Composting) 1

food	Service/prep	composting 1

landfill	diversion	rate	over	75% 0.5/1

landfill	diversion	rate	over	90% 0.5/1

Waste	reduction	measures 1

innovative	recycling	and	reuse max	4

public	engagement 1

compostable serviceware research	 1

for	single	use	products,	use	at	least	50%	Compostable	products 1

for	single	use	products,	use	at	least	100%	Compostable	 1

sustainable food Sustainable	Sea	life	 0.5/1

organic	foods 1

local	foods	 1

promote	vegetarian	Choices 1

water bottle reduction no	Single	use	plastic	bottles 1

efforts	to	require	reusable	Water	bottles 1

Water	refilling	Stations	 1

paper and signage recycled	Content	paper 0.5/1

fSC	Certified	paper 0.5/1

reducing	paper	use 1

Sustainable	Signage 1
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sailors for the sea clean regattas best management practices

beSt	praCtiCe goal pointS	
available

oil spill prevention oil	Spill	KitS	for	all	motorized	boatS 1

Safe	re-fueling 1

oil	Spill	procedure	in	place 1

no	oil	Spills	 0.5/1

no discharge no	discharge 1

training	on	discharge	procedures 1

no	bilge	discharge 1

runoff reduction Stormwater	pollution	plan	in	place 1

Water	only	Washdowns 1

maintenance	fully	Contained 1

non toxic products non	toxic	Cleaning	Supplies	 1

Copper-free	bottom	paints	(race	fleet) 1

Copper-free	bottom	paints	(rental	fleet) 1

boat fuel low	emission	or	alternative	boat	fuels	 1

fuel	efficiency 1

fuel	efficiency	education	for	drivers 1

sustainable energy sourc-
es

low	emission	or	alternative-fuel	powered	generators 1

Shore	power	used 1

energy	efficiency	 1

renewable	energy	 1

energy	audit 1

team engagement team	sustainability	achievements	and	recognition max	10

Sustainability	training 1

efforts	to	require	reusable	Water	bottles 1
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sailors for the sea clean regattas best management practices

beSt	praCtiCe goal pointS	
available

outreach promote	alternative	transport 1

green	team 1

Conservation	activity 1

prevent	spread	of	invasive	species	 1

marine	education	Space	at	event	venue 1

bonus Water	audit	 1

non-toxic	maintenance	alternatives 1

durable	serviceware 1

promote	variety	of	food	Choices 1

other max	10

certification levels

total	possible	points	(with	bonus)	 81

platinum	(95%	of	total	without	bonus) 64

gold	(80%	of	total	without	bonus) 55

silver	(55%	of	total	without	bonus) 38

bronze	(35%	of	total	without	bonus) 20
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34th america’s cup sustainability policy

introduction

The America’s Cup Event Authority (“Event Authority”) and America’s Cup Race Management (“Race Management”) are committed to delivering model sustainable 
sporting events and to leaving a positive legacy in event host communities and on the sport of sailing.  This Sustainability Policy sets out objectives that will help us 
to achieve this vision through our office operations, hosted meetings, and delivery of the 34TH America’s Cup (“AC34”) event activities.

defining sustainability

For the ACEA and ACRM, sustainability means optimizing the social, economic and environmental impacts of our activities in delivering AC34 activities, to enrich 
the communities we visit and protect natural ecosystems.  Thinking sustainably requires balancing opportunities and constraints, and taking a longer-term view so 
that we are able to reach our maximum potential now, and future generations are able to do the same.  

The AC34 Sustainability Plan outlines five sustainability themes to provide focus for operations and event delivery, aimed at minimizing any potentially negative 
impacts and maximizing the legacy benefits of AC34 activities.

ENERGY AND EMISSIONS 
• Optimize use of energy and minimize associated air emissions through efficient planning and technological innovation.

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY 
• Maximize natural resource and land use efficiency, minimize waste, and sustainably source materials and products.

NATURAL HABITATS AND WILDLIFE 
• Protect biodiversity, habitats and wildlife.

INCLUSION 
• Provide an inclusive and welcoming experience for event spectators and the event workforce, and maximize legacy benefits for the City’s residents  

and businesses.

ENGAGEMENT
• Raise sustainability awareness and foster sustainable lifestyles.

operations objectives

In addition to following all applicable local regulations and implementing the AC34 Sustainability Plan, the ACEA and ACRM are managed and operated according 
to the following guidelines.  Staff and volunteer training is provided to ensure an understanding of sustainability and compliance with this Sustainability Policy.  

appendix d 
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energy and emissions

ACEA and ACRM prioritize the avoidance and minimization of greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution, which relates to our use of energy, procurement of 
materials and transportation, among other activities.  We are committed to:

• Minimizing the need to transport people, equipment, products and materials, and prioritizing sustainable means of transportation.

• Prioritizing walking, cycling and taking public transportation whenever possible, including commuting and traveling to meetings. Where public 
transportation, walking or cycling is not available or feasible, we maximize shared use vehicles (such as vanpools, pedicabs, shuttles).  When taxis are 
required, we prioritize using hybrid vehicle taxis when available. 

• Conserving energy, including turning off lights and equipment when not in use (computer monitors, printers, kitchen equipment, heaters, etc.).

• Efficiently planning business air travel to minimize emissions.

resource efficiency

The America’s Cup uses resources efficiently and responsibly (human, ecological and financial).  We are committed to:

• Adopting the waste hierarchy for our office operations and event activities as follows: 1) eliminate; 2) reduce; 3) reclaim/reuse; 4) recycle and compost; 5) 
recover; and, 6) dispose.  

• Managing our operations in a Zero Waste manner, aiming to minimize waste sent to landfill.  

• Avoiding all waste wherever possible, through measures such as:

•  Requiring vendors to reduce or take back packaging;

•  Reusing or donating materials or products after their useful life or when no longer needed;

•  Printing double-sided, and printing only when absolutely necessary;

•  Avoiding the use or distribution of single use plastic – for example, each staff member receives a reusable water bottle;

•  Avoiding the use of disposable hot drink cups and sleeves – for example, each staff member receives a reusable hot drink container; and

•  Centralizing employee schedules, meeting announcements and journals in a single location or online (bulletin board, whiteboard, email, etc.).

• Recycling and composting discards, and providing appropriate bins for recycling and composting, consistent with the City of San Francisco’s mandatory 
composting and recycling ordinance. 

• Conserving water through measures such as turning off taps when not in use, reporting leaky faucets, using water efficient appliances, and installing water 
efficient fixtures.  

• Implementing environmentally preferable purchasing practices, including maximizing the use of post consumer waste paper (including tissue and paper 
towels), recycled content and non-toxic materials.

• When requested, suppliers citing environmentally preferable purchasing claims shall provide proper certification or detailed information on 
environmental claims on request, including benefits, durability, and take-back, reuse, and recyclable properties.

• Implementing the AC34 Food Framework to guide the sourcing and provision of local, sustainable and healthy food.  

appendix d 
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natural habitats and wildlife

We recognize that sailing is a sport that relies on a healthy natural environment, in particular a healthy marine environment.  Our activities protect habitat and 
wildlife that are dependent on land, water and coastal environments.  We are committed to:

• Using only non-toxic cleaning products.

• Supporting natural habitats through conservation activities, such as beach cleanups.

• Adopting integrated pest management, where applicable.

• Prohibiting the use or release of balloons.

inclusion

America’s Cup activities are inclusive and accessible, and showcase the San Francisco Bay Area’s diversity, businesses and innovation, thought leadership and strong 
sense of community.  Our objective is to maximize opportunities for the City’s residents and businesses.  We are committed to:

• Fostering positive partnerships with local organizations and businesses to maximize opportunities for involvement in AC34 and delivering lasting 
community benefits. 

• Providing an accessible office environment for people of various abilities and backgrounds.

• Involving stakeholders in planning for and delivering event activities.

• Fostering a local and diverse event workforce and supply chain.

• Requiring ethical business transactions, equity in hiring and sourcing, and a fair wage as required by applicable law. 

• Creating opportunities to involve children, youth and families. 

engagement

Major sporting events such as the America’s Cup provide an opportunity to engage with a variety of constituent groups to foster sustainable behavior and 
sustainable lifestyles through education and awareness-raising activities before, during and after the event.  We are committed to:

• Raising sustainability awareness among our workforce, and through staff engagement activities.

• Providing sustainability training to our workforce, and to commercial partners as requested.

• Utilizing the sport of sailing as a platform to promote and inspire sustainable lifestyles.

• Encouraging commercial partners, suppliers, race teams, and the media to promote sustainability through their respective event activities. 

• Galvanizing support to protect our marine environment through the America’s Cup Healthy Ocean Project global outreach campaign.

appendix d 
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34th america’s cup sustainable food frameworK
The 34TH America’s Cup (“AC34”) organizers aim to deliver a model sustainable sporting event, built on a commitment to social, economic and environmental 
sustainability. The AC34 Sustainability Plan20 outlines five sustainability themes used to manage delivery of the event activities in San Francisco:

• Energy and Emissions

• Resource Efficiency

• Natural Habitats & Wildlife

• Inclusion

• Engagement

The selection, procurement, preparation, and service of sustainable, healthy and affordable food falls under all five sustainability themes. More specifically, the 
Resource Efficiency theme focuses on strategies aimed at maximizing natural resource and land use efficiency, minimizing waste, and sustainably sourcing materials 
and products.  The Inclusion theme focuses on providing an inclusive and welcoming experience for event spectators, fostering economic benefits for local 
businesses and their employees, and maximizing legacy benefits for the San Francisco residents.  Affordability of food choices is also an important objective.

This AC34 Sustainable Food Framework is meant to guide decisions for the selection and procurement of food, beverages and serviceware, and applies to 
all concessionaires, caterers and vendors contracted by the America’s Cup Event Authority (“Event Authority”) or America’s Cup Race Management (“Race 
Management”) to deliver catering services for the event activities taking place in San Francisco.

The AC34 definition of “sustainable food” is taken from the San Francisco Executive Directive on Healthy and Sustainable Food (2009): 

  “In our vision, sustainable food systems ensure nutritious food for all people, shorten the distance between food consumers and producers, protect workers 
health and welfare, minimize environmental impacts, and strengthen connections between urban and rural communities.”

Increasing the City’s reliance on locally produced food is an important step toward supporting sustainable agricultural systems.  Locally produced food is fresher, 
reduces the environmental impact of shipping and refrigeration, supports rural communities and regional economies, preserves open space and increases food 
security in the Bay Area.  Seeking foods that are certified by trusted third party entities is the best available way to ensure that food is sustainably produced.  For 
example, purchasing certified USDA Organic foods ensures that foods are produced without hazardous pesticides, non-therapeutic antibiotics, or  
chemical fertilizers.  

All food and beverages for AC34 events should be sourced from the most proximate region, which will vary depending on the items. See appendix a for a regional 
food chart.

Depending on the item, certification to ensure sustainable, humane and labor friendly practices is required.  A Sustainably Certified product is one that has one of 
the acceptable certifications listed in appendix b.

appendix e

20.  The AC34 Sustainability Plan can be found online at: www.americascup.com/en/sustainability
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options and variety
Delivery of sustainable and healthy food and beverages includes a commitment to providing a diverse selection of food for event spectators to meet various preferences 
and dietary requirements. In order to ensure a wide range of food options are available, food vendors are required to provide a variety of food choices for varying diets 
and preferences, including vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free options. Food vendors will also ensure that culturally appropriate options are available, such as diverse ethnic 
cuisines, kosher and halal offerings. These requirements will be agreed with service providers such that the overall food offering at the event venue includes a variety of  
food options.

service ware and pacKaging  
The City of San Francisco has a “zero waste policy” that outlines a 75% landfill diversion rate by 2010, and strives for 100% diversion rate by 2020.  Importantly, the City of 
San Francisco has now reached the milestone diversion from landfill rate of 80%.  The Event Authority aims to deliver zero waste event activities, and divert at least 85% of 
discards from all venues away from landfill.  Therefore:

• All disposable service ware must be BPI certified compostable, meet the ASTM D-6400 standard, and have a green marker (sticker, stripe, or band on all 
pieces of the product).  Durable service ware is preferred over disposables wherever possible.  When disposable service ware is used, paper is preferred over 
compostable plastics.

• Packaging must be minimized, and diverted from landfill.  
• Catering items (e.g., dishware and food) must be delivered in containers that are re-usable, recyclable or compostable; and,
• All food items, including items that have been cooked but not served and cannot be re-used for service, must be donated to local organizations for 

redistribution.

health and nutrition
In conjunction with the San Francisco Department of Public Health we have created criteria (appendix c) for the America’s Cup “Ship Shape” Meal and America’s Cup 
“Power Snacks,” designed to provide healthy, nutritious and delicious options to our guests. Our goal is that at least 20% of the overall food options offered by our vendors 
for concessions meet these criteria. 

single use plastic
The sale, use and distribution of single-use plastic drinks bottles and service ware, as well as single-use plastic bags21  and balloons are prohibited at all venues. 

education and signage
The engagement theme described in the AC34 Sustainability Plan is focused on raising sustainability awareness and fostering sustainable lifestyles. Information will be 
available to guests and spectators on sustainable food choices offered at the event.  Caterers and vendors will provide the Event Authority with the sustainable aspects of 
their food offerings, including health and nutrition information.  Menus will designate sourcing and health information, including certifications, organic versus non-organic, 
and calories per serving size. Additionally, each vendor shall create content for signage, including menu stickers, to identify food items that meet the Ship Shape Meal and/or 
America’s Cup Power Snacks, as well as a map that shows the source of the food ingredients.

Consideration will be given to vendors who use renewable energy sources for the transportation, preparation and service of their food.

reporting
Vendors are required to provide sourcing data on fresh produce, meat, poultry, fish, eggs, seafood, bread and dairy products. Food vendors must submit sourcing data 
along with invoices, sales reports, or by other means deemed appropriate by the Event Authority.  This data shall include at least the county of production if produced in 
California, the state of production if produced within the United States but not in California, and the country of production if produced outside the United States. 

Food vendors must quantify the value of the food items purchased for the event that meet sustainably certified and locally sourced product standards compared to the 
total value of food items purchased. Targets will be agreed prior to the event for sustainably certified and locally sourced product standards. 

acKnowledgment
The Event Authority would like to thank Paula Jones from the San Francisco Department of Public Health and Larry Bain for their support in developing these guidelines.

appendix e

21.  The City of San Francisco’s plastic bag ordinance can be found online: http://www.sfenvironment.org/article/prevent-waste/checkout-bag-ordinance
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appendix a: regional food chart 
Food shall be sourced from the following regions, prioritizing the most local options available meeting 
desired criteria, and agreed to with the Event Authority.  

appendix e 

food		

Category

gold platinum

produce   

vegetables California 9 counties

lettuces 9 counties 50 miles

fruits California 9 counties

rice California California

grains West of Rockies California

legumes California 9 counties

food		

Category

gold platinum

beverages   

juice US California

juice/water 
blends

US California

carbonated 
drinKs

US California

milK California 9 counties

soy US California

food		

Category

gold platinum

protein   

beef West of Rockies California

porK US US

chicKen US California

fish US US

seafood US US

cheese California 9 counties

yogurt California 9 counties

butter California 9 counties

food		

Category

gold platinum

dry goods,  staples, and  condiments

oil US US

baKed goods 9 counties San Francisco

snacKs US California

peanut 
butter

US California

bread 9 counties San Francisco

honey California 9 counties

mayonnaise US California

Ketchup US US

mustard US US

relish US US
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appendix b: acceptable product certifications
environmental sustainability

FRESH PRODUCE
• USDA Certified Organic
• Demeter Biodynamic
• California Certified Organic Farm
• Marin Organic Certified Agriculture
• International Certification Services
• Quality Assurance International
• Protected Harvest Certification 
• Food Alliance Certified
• Rainforest Alliance Certification 

SEAFOOD
• Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch® Best Choice List

BEEF/POULTRY
• Food Alliance Certified
• US Grass-Fed
• USDA Certified Organic
• Rainforest Alliance Certified

DAIRY
• USDA Certified Organic
• US Grass-Fed

fair labor 

PRODUCE
• Fair Trade Certification
• Food Alliance Certification
• Seafood
• Food Alliance Certified

BEEF/POULTRY
• Food Alliance Certified

TEA
• Organic

animal welfare

BEEF/POULTRY
• Food Alliance Certified
• US Grass-Fed
• American Humane Certification
• Certified Humanely Raised and Handled 

DAIRY
• American Humane Certification

appendix e 
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appendix e 

ship shape meal power snacKs

food	energy Less than 850 calories Less than 500 calories

fruitS	and	vegetableS At least one serving each Not required

protein	inCluding	meatS,	
poultry,	fiSH,	beanS,	nutS

At least one serving of protein but no more than 
one serving of animal protein

Not required

grainS 50% Whole Grains where grains are included 50% Whole Grains where 
grains are included

milK	or	yogurt Non-fat or low-fat Non-fat or low-fat

Saturated	fatS Less than 10% of calories Less than 10% of calories

added	Sugar	%	SHare	of	
food	energy

Less than 5% 

fiber 11 grams

5 grams

appendix c: america’s cup ‘ship shape’ meal and ‘power snacKs’
The following requirements apply to Ship Shape meals and Power Snacks.


